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The EISCAT Radar Systems

(see page 2 for a more detailed description)

The cover illustration shows a height-time-intensity plot of Polar Mesosphere
Summer Echoes, called "PMSE". The altitude region is 80 km to 89 km and
the time period is from 11:08 to 11:38 UT on 6 July 1988. These data were
recorded with the VHF radar with vertical beam and about 1.2 MW peak
power. This experiment was the jirst time a complementary code was applied
with EISCAT yielding a height resolution of 150 meters. The colour code
covers signallevels of about O dB (blue) to 25 dB (red) above the noise leve!.
These Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes are not caused by the conventionai
incoherent seatter process, but by some irreguLarity structure in the electron
density profile, which may be related to steep electron density gradients,
heavy positive ions, gravity waves and turbulence or other yet unknown
mechanisms. These echoes frequently exhibit dramatic height and intensity
variations as weil as large variations in Doppler sh ift, i.e. vertical velocity
(see pages 22-28 for more information on the PMSE).





ElSCAT, the European Incoherent Scauer Scien.tijic Association, is established to conduct
research en the rriddle and upper atnlOsphere, ionosphere and aurora using the incoherent
scatter radar technique. This technique is the most powerful groundbased tool for these
research applications. EISCAT is also being used as a coherent seatter radar for studying
instabilities in the iono~phere as weil as for investigating the structure and dynamics of the
middle atmo. ohe} e and os a diagnostic instrument in iunospheric modification experiments
(Heating).

There eJ..ist .'I'j':~n if/u herent seutter radars in the lVorId, and EISCAT is one of the highest
standard Iacifities. The experimental sites of EISCAT are located in Scandinavia, north of
the arctic tilele. Tky cOlIsist (if two independent mdar systems (see scheme on the inside of
the cuver page).

The UHF r(7dl1r ()f EIS'eAT ()!Jcrates in the 933 MI-Iz band with a peak transmitter power of
1.5 I'VfW and 32 ffi paraholic dish anlennas, wlzich can be steered omni-directionally.
Trunsmitter and receiver are in Tromsö (N()T1vay). Rer.eiving sites are also in Kiruna
(SIVCJ 'n) Qtul in Soriankylä (Finland), alLowing tristatic measurements.

The /I-lF radar in Tromså ()!)eraleS monostatic<llIy in the 224 MHz band with a peak
l{(jnsmiUer powcr of 1.5 MW (to be raised to .5 MW) and a 120 m x 40 m parabolic
cylinder amel/Ila, which is suhdivided inlo four Seele)rs. il can be steered mechanically in the
meridionaL plane from 30" south to 60" north of the zenith.

The basic data, which are measured with the incoherent seatter radar technique, are the
profiles of eLectron density, electron and ion temperature and ion velocity. A selection of
weIl-designed radar pulse schemes allows the adaption of the data taking routines to many
particular phenorncna, occurring at altitudes between about 60 km and more than 1000 km.
Depending on geophysicaL condilions, a best time resolution of one second and an altitude
resolution of a few hundred meters can be achievcd, whereas typical resolutions are of the
order of minutes and kilometers.

The operation of a total of 2000 hours per year is distributed equally between Common
Programmes (CP) and Special Programmes (SP). At present five well-defined Common
Programmes are run regularly about 30 times per year for 24 or more hours to provide a
data base for long term synoptic studies_ Three Unusual Programmes (UP) can be started
ad hoc during parricular geophysical conditions. A large number of Special Programmes,
defined individually by associate scientists, are run to study a variety of particular
geophysical events.

Delails of the EISCAT system and operation can be found in EISCAT Technical Reports,
which can be obtained from EJSCAT Headquarters in Kiruna, Sweden.

The iflvestmCJlts and operationLlI costs of EISCAT ure s/wred between:
Suomen Akacemia, Fin/and
Centre Natiollal de fil. Recher('lw Scicntifilllle, Frwll:e
,yla '(-planek-(;esellsc/uift, W.Gc t mu.ny
Norges Almcflvitenskuflelige Forskllingsrdd, Norwa)'
Natun'Cl~;Zsk(/[Jliga Forskningsnluet, Swedcn
Science ami E!lginecring Research Council. United Kingt/om
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COUNCIL CHlAIRMAN'S PAGE

The yt:i.U. 1988, my sewnd year as chairman of the Council of EISCAT, was
for me firsl of all the year when it become clear to everyone in the field
{hat ElSCAT and the EISCAT community have developed into dominating
fOlces in important sectors of space physics research. This was demonstrated
perhaps most clearly at the COSPAR Meeting in Helsinki. I shall not
mention any individual contributions, but the amount and quality of the
results that originated in EISCAT measurements impressed very much. After
many years of development work we are now reaping rich fruits of the
earlier efforts. The EISCAT community, the EISCAT staff and the EISCAT
Council have good reasons to be happy and proud.

Yet we have hardly started to use the VHF radar. The year 1988 was also
the year of interferenee problems and of problems with the permission to
transmit. The permission to continue transmissions was granted at the end of
the year but the interferenee problems are still with us and it is still unclear
how we sha11 be able to solve them at a cost that we can afford. It is an
economic problem rather than a technical one.

In 1988 we first dealt with a number of new plans for additional radio
facilities in northernmost Europe: for the super-heater in Ramfjordrnoen and
for new incoherent scatter radars on Spitzbergen. Those plans are very
exciring. It is unclear how they will affect EISCAT, however, if they come
inta existence. In the best case they will be coordinated with and
complement EISCAT. In the worst case they may be uncoordinated with
EISCAT and reduce the reS0urces available for EISCAT. EISCAT will
certainly have to prepare itself in the next few years for the new situations
that may grow out of the present planning efforts.

iJuring 1988 ( had the pleasure of signing the contract with our Director, Dr.
JUrgen Rött ger, for al1 extension of his tenn by another four years. The
Council also appoinled the organization's first Deputy Director, Dr. Gudmund
Wannbtrg in 1988 and it deciued to hold only one Council meeting per year,
as a fUle, from 1~89. This last-mentioneu decision is to me an illustration
Ihat EISCAT has passed its main development phase and has come into a
more slablc situation in which it is run by a very experienced and competent
Director and staff.

Bengt Hultqvist



DIRECTOR'S PERSPECTIVE ON SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PAST

The past year has again been a very prosperous one for ElSCAT operation, science and
development. The UHF as well as the VHF system were used in more than 2000 hours of
experiments, the quality of the data is further improving and has reached arespected
recognition, the number of scientists and the number of scientific papers has increased and
the financial, instrumental and personnel situation is under proper control.

Although slow progress has still to be reported on the improvement of the VHF system,
several hundred hours of operation were performed on VHF and new experimental
techniques have been introduced, which resulted in most valuable scientific results. The
cover photo of this Annual Report shows for instance a representative example of a data
record of VHF-radar echoes from the mesosphere, which was collected with the newly im
plemented complementary code. The altitude resolution of 150 m is the best resolution
achieved so far in experimental data acquisition with the ElSCAT radars.

Many more new and exciting developments took place and only a few can be mentioned
here: Full application of alternating codes for improved spectrum and altitude resolution,
the introduction of itlterferometer measurements with the VHF radar, the implementation of
a new UHF receiver front-end in Tromsö to improve the system temperature by several ten
Kelvin to presently 90 Kelvin, the full inc1usion of two new Common Programmes to study
the high latitudes as well as coupling processes in the lower thermosphere and the
operation of Unusual Programmes to study, ad hoc, certain geophysical events.

Evolutionary developments were continued, such as the implementation and first tests of
the digital chirp synthesizer, the design of the special digital preprocessor, the Multichannel
FIR Filter and Integrator, and the FFT processor, the loading of codes into the correlator
buffer memory and correlator, the CPU synchronization of all site computers and other
hardware and software developments. As usual, these technical and instrumental develop
ments are reported in the Proceedings of the ElSCAT Annual Review Meeting (see list of

Fig. 1. Work on the transition from waveguide to coaxial cable of the VHF system
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INTERFERENCE HAZARDS FACING EISCAT
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Fig. 2. Allocation of frequency bands to ElSCAT (upper part) and to other services (lower
part) in the same or adjacent frequency bands. The arrows show the direetion of
transmission and indicate the potential for Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) , as weil as
for Electro Magnetic (in)Compatibility (EMC) of transmitter radiation to audio and video
equipment. Indicated are the television channels TV CHll and CH12 in the VHF band as
weil as the mobile telephone (NMT 900) and short-ranRe-radio (SRR) channels in the UHF
band.
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Fig. 3. Accumulated operating hours of Common Programmes (CP), Special Programmes
(SP) and the Total of CP + SP. The Total and the SP operation time include the VHF
operation, which is also displayed separately.



EISCAT publications on page 72), which in the ye41r 1989 took place In Riksgränsen,
Sweden.

A major part of the technical work was related to the ongoing development of the VHF
radar system. In the beginning of the year the first reollilt Valvo klystron was handed over
to EISCAT arter it had been aged, tuned and tested ort-sitt in Tromsö. The operation was
reliable throughout the year, though the transmitted power had to be limited to 1.5 MW
and restrictions on antenna beam direclions and operating time periods had to apply
becanse of radio frequency interference. The second rebuilt VHF-klystTon could not be
implementecl into the transmitter system as planned, because a failure of the waveguide
coax transitioIl intarupted the tests at the end of Oerober. The waveguide-coax repair,
which is dOCllment~d on the photo of Figure l, allo "led a later continuation of the tests in
the next year.

Besides these casllal problems which had to be sol ved, the main difficulty was the
mitigation of different kinds of mutual radio-frequency intcrference (RH). The multitude of
the inrerference possibilities is displayed in Figure 2, and we note that it relates to the
VHP as weU as the UHP operation. The VHF problem results mainly from the elec
tromagnetic non-compatibility of electronic installations (EMC), Le. the EISCAT trans
missions affccl nearby audio and video equipment. The UHF problem arises due to near
band operation of communication transmitters of the NMT 900 (Nordic Mobile Telephone)
system, which raise the noise level in EISCAT's receiving bands substantially. There are
several technical possibilities to remedy these disturbances, and we are working hard on
feasible solutions. These range from desensitizing e1ecrronic equipment to VHF-radar trans
missions to cOIltemplations for modifying the antenna radiation by e1ectronic beam forming
or shielding by l1lechanical structures. The UHF interference is being reduced by improving
the receiver front-ends and implementing filters (see specific chapter on the Technical
Evolution and Adaption of the System and Instrumentation on pages 59-63).

We are weIl aware of the fact that the operation of the EISCAT research radar systems are
performed in frequency bands which are also allocated to other users. We therefore have to
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lite VflF <i!)cwriolls, Common Pro~rammes (Cl)) and the analyzed hours of Common
J.>rogramme fi[lerlltio/2 (CPu).
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Fig. 5. Puhlicatiotls in refereed joumals and books, which deal with E/SCAT science and
techniques (a complete list of (mblicwiolls in 1988 is foulld on pages 61 to 68 of this Annual
Repon).

ulldenake all possilJlc meilllS lo dintinisll the Iflull1al inttrference and to collaborate with the
te1ccollllHunication administr<:llions on this matter. Il is a pleasure to acknowledge the
cooperative attitllde to optirnise the frelluellcy alloc<llion planning in order to minimise the
illterttrellce il! the ElSCAT bands, which has bcCIl devdoping by the administrations in the
Scandinavian (ollntries.

In t!le conte I\.t of all the llltaSlll'es tu llllllgdlt, Illc illlcrference we have also carefully
tvaJllllted thl~ Pi JssiiliJiLks ut' raJiati0fl !l<1I.cI1'd in (he surwunding of the EISCATantennas.
Extensive. invesligaliufls hav.. shown that, pWVJdcd the precautions advised to staff and
vi~it0fs are ubtyed, thc e!ecm)luagnetic: power Icvcls are weIl below official safety limits
and radiatiolI by the EISCAT radar:i presenLs no snfety hazards to persons at the site or in
its surroundillgs.

More than 2000 hours of experiment operation again took place in the year 1988 (the
operation statistics are found in the special section on page 14 of this Annual report). At
the beginning of the year EISCAT crossed the representative milestone of 10000 hours of
total experiment operation since the [ust experiments took place in 1981 (see Fig. 3). As
envisaged, about half of these are Special Programme (SP) and the other half are Common
Programme (CP) operations. In Figure 4 the development of these operations since 1981 is
depicted. We note that since about 1984 the total number of operating hours per year has
roughly stabilized elose to 1000 hours per CP as weIl as SP, adding up to the prospected
total number of 2000 hours per year. Since 1985 the Common Programme data are almost
completely analysed, which also proves the high qua lity of the data. The present status of
the analysis procedure is described in the special seetion on page 18. The accumulated
Special Programme time is 28% for United Kingdo1l1, 22% for France, 22% for Gennany,
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Fig. 6. The ratio of accumulated operating hours with data taking to the number of total
publications.

Fig. 7. The EISCAT Council during the 31st meeting in May 1988 at the Max-Planck
Institut fUr Aeronomie in Katlenburg-Lindau, W.Germany.
First row (l.t.r.): TB. Jones, K. Schlegel, C. La Hoz, L. Westgaard, J. Röttger, B. Hultqvist,
W./.G. Beynon, O. Havnes, G. Caudal. Second row (l.t.r.): A. Siivola, O. Ranta, A. Berroir,
W1. Ax/ord, G. Preij3, M. Meinecke, P. Bauer, G. Wannberg, J. Gustavsson, BR. Martin, P.
Hagström.
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10% for Norway, 9% fo Sw~dcn afl I _'e;;, , \ \ l .i;lj;· 1-; ..;"-: T needed about 5% of
Special Progranune time for experimtn t t s.' !'.l' ri" .j)<' :: l;"r Wt;re nlsD for experiments
of staff scientists (see special :iectiol1 r n pi\dL l i I

During all these ei\.perimcl1t l perari!lns IiI l ') ", 1 "', IS dl'!1!CVeU and several new
phenomena were d;o-.tccied, ~;uc l 'l~ lO, · .. IP'nl,·ly lw'ge ion convection
velocities and anisotropic emp .ratlln~.,> :' 11'1'11 ' (f,.:"'''! \ cf,()GS crom the E- and the D-
region. This introduclion siw Id not l [ , t:: tl l' n;' i "Ii of all the achieved
resu1ts, which would eor pris, all " ':,' l lil' _ ,r tli( EJSCAT operations.
However, a straight meliSlIr'" <ID h.; ' .. :'1: l l' :,' ii·' \. f oublications dealing
with EISCAT resulis. - he li.;t ,f all IIi ) .), , IS 1, und at the end of this
Ammal Report. lt lemons r, ic..s n::rol~'l; ,;ll~ • l .. ' Iii,. o:' :~ISC'AT had been quite
efficient. By the end of th\~ Je:l!' Iqgf{ u l':d I ~hdll ~ll!, uapcrs had been published
in refereed journals or books. This 1l1'uk, ', .. , 'd . \'l" il i icluJc the Ilumerous repons,
theses and nates, publishcd (HI l~lSt'/'.'l -,."till.;. I, l:\'d'J["ll':ll of the scientific and
technical publicatians can be fotIowed Hl lh,~ ,klgl"" 1 d" hgur 5. The significant increase
proves to us that the operations werc vaJu:iLJ!t 11<1\ c' ;\tltal' ed all e."enJed community of
scientists and can be extraro!ated inta a ht:'i1llh 11~;t' ,d' U .~CAT in the years to come.

Regarding the fact that the mi1estoncs o" tt:'g l jUtls;ll,d op,.;·ating h lurs and 200 publications
had been passed in the year 1988, it is 01' 1( tlllil\c id ; valll:lte tht:: de.vd,)pment of the op
erating hours, operuting costs and ~; -kn iiie ptlbliu\tic1I1S 11 lnl11~ ()f EISCAT's efficiency.
The comparison of thcse pmamder: may ; Vl'!,III'\lly all(,w ,'xtmpolation into the future
developments. Although the values displayed in lhc~ 'lLl'o:1lpanY1l1g di: gmms cannot directly
be transferred into practical applicClLions, il j~ illlne"!lllg and illustrative to notice the num
bers and their trencl over the years, In Figul"t 6 dit:. accullluJated operating hours per
scientific publication is shown. Beginning with cll)l.HIt ~()() nperating hours, which were
needed to publish the first paper in [981, Lhc avel', g ~ Ilumher of accumulated experiment
hours per publication has been reduc .d to abol:t (JO in the ycar llJKX.
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EISCAT EFFICIENCY
PUBLI CATI ONS PER ACCUMULAT ED RECURRENT COSTS

003

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Fig, Il. The number of accumulated publicatioflS per accumulated recurrent operating
coscs.

]t is also a vital requirement for a facility like EISCAT to obtain the necessary funding for
the scientific operations as weIl as to have a perspective of excellent scientific interest,
whieh is one of the bases for the eontinuity of funding. We appreciate very much the
permanent support through the research councils in the associate countries, who are repre
sented in the EISCAT Council (see Fig. 7). The assuciates have contributed over the years
a signifieant amount of funds to EISCAT's inveslrnems, whieh are displayed in Figure 8,
and have accumulated to 135 million Swedish Cmwns. The total recurrent operating costs
had accumu1ated to almost 130 million Swedish Crowns by the end of 1988. The yearly
operuting budget has stabilized around 16 mJllion Crowns. The development of the
n~eurrent operating costs since the begillning of E1SCAT is displayed in Figure 9. The ac
clImulated operating costs per experiment hour has redllced from 75000 Swedish Crowns in
1981 to abolIt 10000 Crowns (Fig. 10).

A figure of merit of EISCAT is the l1luuber ut' publJcations per aecumulated recurrent
cosls, whieh is Jisplayed in Figure 11 as tbe "E1SCAT Efficiency". This efficiency has
lIolably increased by about a factar of 50 fWill I'.>K I to 1988. We also nate the linem' up
v/nrd trend of lhis figure of merit, whieh can he rcgarded as very healthy and should point
Ilie way tu a prusperous deve10pment iuto the neJd dt.'cade,

The scientific results, achieved with E1SCAT dnla by J1umerolls scientists from many
'\llll1lrk:-., are. ~unll1larisect in the main sectiull ur Ihis Ar Illlal repolt on pages 21 - 5(-"

Tllcse sdecteJ highlights are compiled from cOlllriilutlollS from all th~ EISCr\.T associate
,'\lUlltlies. We 110te with satistacLi(JIl that (he 4Uitlltit,Y as weil as the l1uality of the scielltifk
UlJtcoille is l'urtller progressing. Il is also weil ilpprccialt'd in this context that the use o,~

experimental data from EISCAT is encouraging ami yiekls significant resulls. The input ("
scientists to the EISCAT operation by IlIcans of d~siglling for instance new experimer.\
HHllines, coJing schemes ami analysis pweeJures as wdl as proposing anJ stimulating new
instrullIent adaplion and developll1ent is also a highly appreeiated feature of the internati-

I )



onal scientific coilaboratiol1 within EISCAT. We also appreciate the keen attention paid to
the operation of the EISCAT sites and Headquarters by the Administrative and Finance
Committee during its spring meeting in Kiruna, by the Scientific Advisory Committee
during its autumn meeting in Sodankylä as weil as by the Council during its autumn
meeting in Kiruna.

The personnel situation of EISCAT is stable. With usual fluctuations of very few staff
members per year, we. have 33 employees, whereof 8 are scientific (including directors), 14
engineering-technical, 5 compuling, 4 adminisrrative-secretarial and 2 caretaking. The major
change was the leaving of thr.:. Head of Computer Operations, Walter Schmidt, who had
served EISCAT etficiently for almost six years and was replaced by Stephan Buchert in
August lY88.

My thanks and acknowleugcments are agHin directeu to the EISCAT staff members for
their uedicalcu work, to the scientific users of EISCAT for their continuing and enthusiastic
interest as well as to the E1SCAT Council and Committees who guarantee the continuity of
funding thruugh the associates ' resea.rch coundls. Particular thanks are addressed to the
rnembers of the Scientific Auvisory Comminee, who submitted scientific input for this re
port, as weil as to Dominique Fontaine, Kristian Schlegel and PJ.S. Williams, who revised
cenain parts of the scientific section of this Annual Report. I express also my
acknowledgement to the ElSCAT statT members, particularly Gurli Hultqvist for typing and
editing, as well as Stephan Bucher!, Peter Collis, Tony van Eyken, Cesar La Hoz and
Guumund Wannberg, who supported me effidently in compiling, reviewing and finishing
this Annual Report 1988.

Jtirgen Röttger
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OPERATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS

Experimental Operation

In 1988 EISCAT operated active
experiments for a total of 2546 hours.
This figure divides into 1195 hours of
common programs, 1281 hours of special
programs of the associate countries, and
70 hours of special programs of EISCAT
staff. Table l and Fig. 12-17 contain in
detail various useful distributions of
operation time.

continues the same trend as in previous
years with the United Kingdom still
above the goal of 25%, whereas France
and Germany remain under the same goal
(Fig. 14). The hours used by the
associates showasharp increase as
compared to the previous year when a
deficit of 258 hours occurred. This year
France, Germany and the United Kingdom
have all employed more than 300 hours

EISCAT OPERATIONS 1988The total of 2546 hours is higher than the
target figure of 2000 hours by 546 hours.
The CP operations exceeded its target of
1000 hours by 195 hours, and the SP
operations exceeded its target of 1000
!Jours by 351 hours. The latter tigUl'e
indudes the 70 hours utilised by EISCAT
staff.

- -----_ .._._--

CP
SP
El
TOTAL

1195 hrs
1281

70
2546

The distribution of the old Common
Programmes is reasonably close to the
target of 40-20-40% for CP-1,2,3
respective1y. This distribution does not
take account of the number of hours
ernployed by the new common programs
CP-4 and CP-5 (Fig. 12). The new
distribution of the common programs that
takes account of the new common
programs will take effect starting in 1989
according to a decision of the Scientific
Advisory Committee.

-_._----

Distribution of Special Programmes

-----

Ace. Ace. Aee.
1988 1987 1988 1988

hrs hrs hrs %

Fl 46 241 287 4.88
FR 324 975 1299 22.10
GE 379 892 1271 21.63
NO 70 495 565 9.61
SW 117 395 512 8.71
UK 345 1309 1654 28.14
El 70 219 289 3.60

The distribution of Special Programme
tllperiments among the associate countries

Distribution of Common Programmes

• ....L. 1 1 l-_._. __ ----i....._

hg. 12 _ Dislriuution of operational hours
(linong the Common Programmes for 1988.
'f,dal munber of hours is 119.5.

37.2 %
23.5
39.3

359hrs
227
380

81
130

17
l

1195.0

CP·}
CP-2
CP·)
CP-4
CP-S
l'P-}
lP-2
TOTAL

Table 1, EISCAT operations for 1988.
The abbreviations are: CP Common Pro
gramme; SP Special Programme; El
ElSCAT; Fl Finland; FR France; GE
Germany; NO Norway; SW Sweden; UK
United Kingdom.
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Fig. 13. Dismbution of CJ/I'lfIlufj

Programme operations per wt!ek ffJt· lYRS.

FiX. 15. Speciu! Prugrumme operations
jfJ/- 1Y8X llcclJrding tu Assodate country.
1'otal numher of huurs fur Associates is
128 J,' for E/SCA't staff 70.

incohcrent Seatter Data Analysis at
EISCAT
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Fig. 14. At:t:ttmuluted Speciul Prugramme
operatiom for each Associatc, shoWIl as
total nllmber of hours and as percent of
the tutal, for the years 1981 [() 1988.

each as ~ull1pan~d to lh~ 250 buurs
allocalion. This in~rease has resulted in a
total exce,ss ur 2R I hUUfS of Spedal
Programmes that btcomes 351 hours
when taking into accollnl the hours
employed by ElSCAT staff (hg. 13).

[Il principle all Common Programme data
are analyseu in elose to real time. Rapid
availabilily of the results has many
bentfits, both in monitoring the system
perfonnance and in having up-to-date
knowledge of ionospheric characteristics.
It is also possible to apply the same
proctJures to special experiments
(provided that their design is not too
1I1111sual). In this way, the identification of
special ionospheric conditions has been
used as a laul1ch criterion for sounding
rocket experiments, tor example.

Dala analysis lS the tenn used for
dcriving values for the basic ionospheric
parameters from the incoherent seatter
radar measurements. This procedure is
implernented at ElSCAT such that for
1110St operations the raw radar data are
able to be post-integrated and analysed
directly from the computer memory
during the course of experiments
themselves, rather than at a later time
from recorded data on tape. The latter
option is of course available for analysis
ur re-analysis of older data, but is also
sometimes needed dlle to unforeseen
problems during experiment operation.o
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amouuted lo a total of 277 hours that
inc1udes 31 homs employed by EJSCAT
staff (Fig. 17).
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Fii5. 16. M"Jlih-by-monlh dislrillllliotl of
CP lllld ,';P O!Jet'wiUf!S fO! [<)88. '{(J{Lll

Ilumha oI hl/u'.\' is 2540.

Llnulysis of ClJlllllllJll l)ro 'ralll;) ,iS well as
of sped:ll eXl'aimtllls Call be undertaken
during bllSY operatil)I1S periods.

CO!lllllOIl Pl'ogranulIc Vala Alwlysis

COll11 llLJll Pmgrall1mes CP-1) l:P-2 UllJ

CP··3 wen; described in last year's Anl1ual
Repol t. The new common programs CP-4
(ttlJ CP-S were introdllced in 1988. Each
required special adaptatiom; of the
sland,ml unalysis. CP-4 was originally
UK-POLA, a two-position be'\l11 swinging
experiment looking at a low elevation far
to the north, and differs from other
Common Programmes in that it takes
identical measurements on six channtls.
In the processing of these data, each of
the six chalmels is analysed individually,
as weil as the average of lhem all. The
results from combining all six. channels
are statisricaily the most ac{;uralt, but by
inc1uding the results frOIll the indiviclual
channels also, the possibilily txists lo

examine the data for consiSltllLj among
the thannels.

r.p-s lorigillally a spct.i,ll l'rendl
(;;}(.peril11cnt) is a scanning CP- l-H pulse
s~hcmc, will! lJoillting geumellY laken
h"(1111 ('~- 3-1 i (bul exduciil,g the mOSl
l' Kl r l,; J Ile P()~ll iI/ils). Thc; cxtra lll'tlc gainnl
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tig. 17. nntrihuilOIl 'f Vill" experiment
time WJlong the /\,)socwtes for 1988. Total
rwmber of hoars is 277,

tmm umjtLillg ,~,)!lle (Jf the CP-3 positions
ts spelIt 1ll a looger dwell in the
field· aliglled jH)sition 10 minutes), during
whkh lime thc rcInote si tes are able to
SC,ln duwn \I) the E-region and back,
alluwillg the possibilily of neutral wind
delcrtllill,ll.ions. A special feature
intwdllced inlO the (,P-S analysis (or
t atller, inw Llle pust-integration of the raw
data), was to synchronise the Tromsö
inlegration periods with the remote site
scanning while the Tromsö beam was
slationary in the field-aligned position.

A new version of CP-3 (version 'F') was
inlroduced in 1988. The design of this
experiment is very similar to CP-3-E, the
only differences being in the radar duty
cyde and post-detection filter widths.
Cnmmon Programme 2 continued with
versi()n 'D', first run in November 1986
and Common Prograllllne 1 remained as
version 'H', also introdllced at the end of
1986. An example of results from a
cnntinuous 4 day operation of CP-I-H
from March 1988 is shown in Fig. 18.

\\ludd Hay Operations

Hesides providing the Associates with
Jt~SllltS from commOJl programs, EISCAT
also st: 11 cts copies of results from
lllLohercnt Scatter Coordinuted Observa
lioll Uays ("world <-bys") to the NCAR
radar data base in BOllIder, USA. EISCAT
operalcd all all 26 world days in 1988,
,ull! lcSlllls [lom all these experiments
hil\'C hu; n sent l) !'leAR. This is
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Fig. 19u. Vlle rwv GJiN-ll data dump
iflteg"(J.teJ for 20 minutes is showfl. The
real part of the ACF is plotted as a
function of lug u/ld hdght ill arbitrary
pOlver ~calt!. The data dwnp covers
altitudes from 70 to 113 km and lag
numbers from O {() 2/ with lag increment
2.222 nzs. Due to range 11mbiguities lag O
values appeal lvw cOlllpw'ed with other
lags. 'l'he smult diMortiolls in other lags
are most (:learly seen as a ridge located at
lag 5 Im higher heights.

iuJkatcd uy (3) iiI thc fcllllH'!cS eolumn of
Table 2, which also gives additional
infolTJ1(ltioll cOJl(;cming analysis of
Common Progra1l1111e data from 1988.

New techniqutll iII data aualJ'sis

a) Mcthod of dtlcnninatithl of e1ecnic
fidJs

A 111cthud has bccu proposcd to determine
the perpelldicular coJllponents of the ion
velocity (and hCllCC of thc perpendicular
electric field) fWIll EISCAT tristatic
meaS1UclllcnlS, iu which an additional
constraint on thc pafalld velocity is
introduced in ofcLel to take iuto account
the knowledge that the parallei ian
velodty is small. This procedure removes
same artificial features due to
unfavourabk tristalic geomenies, in
particular at the southemmost or
northernmost positions of Illtridian seans.
(Cal1dal alld Blanc, 19~8)

Fig. 19b. The same data dump aJter
range ambiguity correction is shown. At
each height the ACF has a clean
exponential form as is expected for D
region plasma. Lag O fits weil to this
behaviour. Above about 100 km lag 1
disappears in contrast with the raw data
and the ridge at lag 5 flattens. At the
lowest heights there is still lejt a
contribution from the ambiguities due to
clutter from ground.

b) Range ambiguity cOlTections for GEN
11 experiments

GEN-U is a commonly used experiment
scheme for investigations of the lowest
part of the ionosphere, between about 70
and 90 km altitude, and is also planned to
be used as part of the VHF common
program experiments from 1989. Although
designed to suppress most potential noise
contarnination sources, the measurement
algorithm itself produces ambiguities in
the raw data. A scheme for correcting
these ambiguities has recently been
developed, Fig. 19 (Pollari, E. Turunen,
Huuskonen, T. Turunen, The effect of
range anlbiguities on analysis of EISCAT
VHF common mode experiment for D
region research).

17



Common Programmes in 1988

ANALYSIS TAPE TAPE APPROX
START END EXPT COMPLETED MAILED NUMBER HOURS REMARKS

Y-MM-DD HH MM-DO HH VY-MM VY-MM YYMMDD T K S
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- --

19BB

B8-01-12 09UT 01-16 09UT CP-4-A 88-01 88-03 880112 88 85 85 2) ,3),5
88-02-09 llUT 02-11 15UT CP-3-E 88-02 88-03 880112 48 47 47 2)
88-03-08 09UT 03-09 20UT CP-3-E 88-03 88-07 880308 35 34 34
88-03-16 09UT 03-20 09UT CP-I-H 88-04 88-07 880308 96 94 96 3)
88-04-05 08UT 04-07 06UT CP-I-H 88-04 88-07 880405 46 46 46
88-04-11 08UT 04-13 08UT CP-2-D 88-04 88-07 880405 48 48 48 3) .5)
88-04-25 10UT 04-27 22UT CP-3-F 88-11 88-11 880413 61 59 61
88-05-03 08UT 05-04 08UT CP-I-H 88-05 88-11 880503 24 23 24
88-05-10 10UT 05-11 08UT CP-3-F 88-11 88-11 880503 23 22 22
88-06-13 08UT 06-15 08UT CP-2-D 88-06 88-11 880503 48 48 48 3,5)
88-07-12 08UT 07-14 22UT CP-3-F 88-07 88-12 880614 62 61 60 3)
88-07-26 08UT 07-27 22UT CP-I-H 88-07 88-12 880726 38 38 38
88-08-09 08UT 08-10 08UT CP-2-D 88-08 88-12 880726 24 24 24
88-08-16 08UT 08-18 22UT CP-2-D !:l8-08 88-12 880816 65 65 65 5)
88-08-30 08UT 09-01 22UT CP-I-H 88-09 88-12 880818 62 62 62
88-09-06 08UT 09-07 22UT CP-I-H 88-09 89-02 880906 38 38 38
88-09-12 11UT 09-1~ 22UT CP-3-F 88-09 89-02 880906 60 59 59 3)
88-09-20 08UT 09-21 08UT CP-1-H 88-09 89-02 880906 o 24 24
88-10-25 10UT 10-27 10UT CP-3-F 89-01 89-02 881025 47 47 47
88-10-27 15UT 10-27 23UT CP-I-H 89-01 89-02 881025 7 7 7
88-11-09 09UT 11-10 23UT CP-3-F 88-11 89-02 881025 38 36 36 3)
88-11-15 09UT 11-17 07UT CP-2-D 88-11 89-02 881115 39 39 39
88-12-05 13UT 12-10 08UT CP-5-A 89-02 89-03 881205114114114 3) .5)

Table 2. EISCAT common program operations and data analysis overview for
1988. Approximate hours refer to available good data and the remarks are as
follows: 2) Some data gaps due to low signal levels; 3) World day operation 
results also sent to NCAR; 5) Results fill more than one 2400 feet tape at
1600 bpi.



THE EISCAT COMMON AND UNUSUAL PROGRAMMES

The Common Programme CP-1 uses a fixed transmitting antenna, pointing
along the geomagnetie field direetion. The 3-dimensional plasma velocity and
anisotropy in other parameters are measured by means of the remote
reeeiving stations in Kiruna and Sodankylä. The CP-1 experiment is eapable
to provide results with very good time resolution along a fixed ionospherie
profile, and is suitable for the study of substorm phenomena and here
partieularly the aurora when eonditions may ehange rapidly. On longer time
scales, CP-1 measurements also allow studies of diurnal ehanges (eg.
atmospherie tides) and seasonal variations. Eventually solar eycle variability
will be able to be studied when sufficient data have been eolleeted.

The Common Programme CP-2 is designed to obtain measurements from a
small, rapid u'ansmitter antenna sean. One aim of this is to identify wavelike
phenomena with length- and time-seales eomparable with, or larger than, the
sean (few tens km and ten or more minutes). The present version consists of
a sean of four antenna positions eovered in six minutes. The first three mea
surements in the sean form a triangle from the transmitter vertieal to the
south to south-east, and the final direetion is parallel to the geomagnetic
fieldline. The remote site antennas are direeted so that the 3-dimensional
velocities in the E- and F-region can be measured.

The Common Programme CP-3 eovers a 10 degree wide range of latitudes in
a 17 position sean up to 74° N in a 30 minute eycle. The measurements are
made in the magnetic meridian plane through Tromsö and Kiruna, and the
remote site antennas in Kiruna and Sodankylä follow the transmitter beam in
the F-region.

The Common Programme CP-4 eovers the latitudes up to almost 80° N.
eorresponding to about 77° invariant latitude. This Common Programme is
partieularly suited to study the plasma eonveetion pattern at very high
latitudes.

The Common Programme CP-5 has been designed in order to suit the
objectives of lower thermosphere eoupling. It eombines a latitudinal scanning
of the ionosphere with a vertical sounding along the magnetic field line of
Tromsö in the middle of the antenna sean. The main purpose of this
experiment is to observe the dynamies of the neutral atmo-sphere while
exploring simultaneously the eleetrodynamic environment.

Unusual Programmes had been developed, UP-1 for D-region observations.
UP-2 for auroral are and re1ated studies and UP-3 for high resolution
sporadic E-layer studies. These Unusual Programmes can be started at very
short notice when suitable geophysieal eonditions exist.

Whereas these CP and UP experiments are run with the UHr radar, tWl'
Common Programmes CP-6 and CP-7 to observe the low and the high
altitudes with the VHF radar are in preparation and a high latitude
programme is planned.

1<)
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Fig. 18. Colour representation oj long pulse results from an operation oj Common Programme CP-1-H
from 9 UT on 16 March to 9 UT on 20 March 1988. These results show the variations oj (top to bottom)
electron density (log n_J, electron temperature (T_) , ion temperature (TJ and line-oj-sight ion drift ve[ocity
(vJ between 135 and 600 km altitude. Experiment CP-1-H also provides multipulse measurements from E
region heights and two sets oj power profiles in this scheme with the transmitting antenna pointed
permanentlyalong the geomagnetic field direction.



SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

It has become a standard that the
EISCAT Annual Reports contain a sum
mary of the achieved scientific results. In
the course of the years the scientific work
has continuously increased, very new
phenomena have been detected and the
deepness of the scientific investigations
has revealed an improved understanding
of several of the observed phenomena. It
becomes more and more taxing and
complex to trace all the science which is
coming out from EISCAT. This for in
stance is reflected in the increasing
amount of published papers, which is
displayed in the graph on page 9. The
following pages should provide a com
prehensive overview and explanation of
the scientific results and of the ongoing
work. As usual, results which were publi
shed in papers or reports are indicated in
brackets by the names of the authors,
followed by the numeral of the year
(1988). Results achieved in 1988 and
being prepared for publication are
signified in brackets by the names of the
co-investigators and the title of the
research topic or manuscript, if available.

Observations of the D-region and the
Mesosphere

The EISCAT UHF and VHF radars had
been designed to study the D-region by
means of incoherent scatter from the
collision-dominated lower ionosphere. This
allows to measure profiles of electron
density and ion velocity. Under certain
circumstances the rario of collision fre
quency and temperature as weIl as the
ratio of negative ion and electron density
and the mean positive ion mass can be
deduced. Early results of these investiga
tions with the EISCAT radars are de
scribed in the Annual Reports of former
years.

Incoherent scatter studies

Almost all of these [lIst investigations
were done with the well-known GEN-Il

radar program, which applies the pulse-to
pulse method and Barker coding. The
analyses of the acquired data rely on the
application of the theory of collision
dominated incoherent scatter without
being affected by the coherent echoes,
which are discussed in the later para
graphs of this chapter on D-region and
mesosphere studies with ElSCAT.

Results of recent analyses of UHF radar
data show good agreement of collision
frequency and temperature with models as
weIl as large ion masses at the mesopause
altitude in summer (E. Turunen, Collis
and T. Turunen, 1988). Further evidence
for the existence of heavy positive ions at
the summer arctic mesopause was found
from other UHF radar observations
(Collis, T. Turunen and E. Turunen,
1988). The ion mass can be used to
deduce the Schmidt number, which is the
ratio of kinematic viscosity to electron
diffusion coefficient and is an indicator of
the extension of the electron gas fluc
tuations to scales shorter than those of the
neutral turbulence. At mesopause altitudes
Schmidt numbers of about unity were
found in winter, whereas they were
increasing to about five in summer CC.
Hall and Brekke, 1988). A persistent
ledge of increasing negative ion to
electron density ratio was found at about
80 km in winter CC. Hall, Devlin, Brekke
and Hargreaves, 1988). Gravity wave ob
servations in a bistatic UHF operation
between Tromsö and Kiruna showed an
apparent relation between the variability
of the specttum width and vertical
velocity which could indicate that
temperature and density are modified by
vertical displacements due to gravity
waves in the mesosphere (Hoppe and
Hansen, 1988). Both UHF and VHF
radars were used simultaneously, running
cooperative programmes, for the [lIst time
to study the propagation of disturbances
(Howarth, Hargreaves and Bums, Com
parison between D-region disturbance
velocities measured by ElSCAT UHF and
VHF and riometers).
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Fig. 20. Raw power plot of lower ionospheric echoes detected with the UHF radar.
Displayed is the uncorreeted and non-calibrated magnitude of the autocorrelation function at
the pseudo-zero lag of the applied GEN-l l radar program. This raw power projile, which is
not corrected for code-sidelobes, constitutes a jirst order estimate of the non-range adjusted
electron density projile.

Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes

In addition to the incoherent scatter
echoes, which are analyzed to yield the
mentioned standard parameters, strong
coherent echoes were tirst detected with
the VHF radar in summer 1987 and de
tailed studies were done in summer 1988
(see cover photo). Although such echoes
were seen with 50 MHz radars at other
locations many years earlier, their later
detection with the EISCAT 224 MHz
radar was surprising (Hoppe, Hall and
Röttger, 1988). It was regarded as
impossible that these coherent echoes,
which were so far assumed to be caused
by neutral air turbulence generating
electron density irregularities, should be
detectable at the short radar wavelengths
of EISCAT.

It was even more surprising that such co
herent echoes were now also detected
with the UHF radar on the much shorter

22

wavelength of 32 cm. In Fig. 20 the raw
power plot of these rITst events is shown.
It is clearly noticeable that, besides the
enhancements of incoherent scatter power
due to particle precipitation extending
over wide altitude ranges, strong echo
power occurs occasionally from very loca
lized altitudes around 85 km. Since at the
same time the 46.9 MHz radar CUPRI
(Cornell University Portable Radar Inter
ferometer) was operated from Tromsö and
detected similar kinds of echoes, we are
convinced that these EISCAT UHF radar
observations show real events (Röttger,
Rietveld, La Hoz, T.Hall, Kelley and
Swartz, Polar mesosphere summer echoes
observed with the EISCAT 933 MHz
radar and the CUPRI 46.9 MHz radar).
Because of their unique features, we call
these "coherent" echoes, which are seen
on 46.9 MHz, 224 MHz and 933 MHz,
the Polar Mesosphere Summer Echoes:
"PMSE".



Scattering Mechanisms, l e1ati n,~

to Atmospheric Gravity Waves
and Noctilucent Clouds

Detailed investigations ot hese t:C'l e'
and their relation 10 ck'ClfOn lkllsity
depletions, observed by mckds, 'Nere
done during the MAC/SINE campaign in
summer 1987 (Kelley, Ulwick [plic; er,
Röttger and T. Hilll: Cu npLl lSOll (jr
rocket and radar data during tl ~ EL". "
salvo of MAC/SlNE), lt ~' 'bvioll,) 11'l

these strong PMSE canIlot b" ~',lbe.U by
conventionaI incoherent SCill[Cr, 'nd ( 'llso
has to be exc1ul1ed that de::tw 1 lkl1sily
irregularities generaled dirCL:tly by eitar
air turbulence cause tlle scaHaing
(Röttger, La H(IZ, Kelley, Hopp~ a ld
C.Hall, 1988). Olle; p' ssihility was
proposed earlier, n<lJllely (hat h in\~glllar

fluctuatio/ls in tIll: elel trull gas are
ex.tenJing to mUl'h slllalkr 'CilieS il,lIJ
those in the neutral gas, if lhere are
heavy cluster i01l::; in the CIlIJ mcsopalIse
region proposed by Kelky, b'mley Clnd
Röttger in 1987. Other los',ibililies have
also been slIggesltd lhat 111~ recOInbil a
tion between heavy 1)('. l\iVl~ iOfl~ and
electrolls is faster in !o'..:alil.e,l cold areas
which causes irregularily slruC!lIres '\IH.1
thus coherent seatter. Charge separalion
and accumulation cOllld also haPP~1I in
the presence of heavy cluster ions,
vertical motions and elecuic 'iclds
(Röttger and La Hoz: The fine-struc me
of Doppler spectra of PIViSE observed
with the EISCAT 224 MHz radar), There
is no doubt that these proces.'es are rela
ted to the cold environment of the pular
mesopause in summer, and the chosen
name "PMSE" of these phenomelIä de
tected by the radars appears to be \Vdl
justified. It is still an open j les tian k)w
these PMSE relate to Ii e othel \' el [..
known phenomena in the polar n,.SOD,IUSC

in summer, namely the n )cti llcent llllllds,
NLC, as weil as how their r> !atioll '.; to
atmospheric gravily waves Ull( urluklll't:
in the mesosphere. Concl\ T 'lIt )1';;:::1 "'1

tions of NLC and PI L~ E. \Vh i Il WLl'e:
done in a short cllmpaign in .\ i1g1 .. t 1 'K,
did not prove il rd<,iion 11- mi"" 1 111',':-'(,

two phenomenä (TayloJ I 'afl U, \,.'1l ,

Risllbeth, G.Witt, I'J.Wil dlld . ····'v:;..l'iL

. 111" lt.ll"ICUU:j ()bs(~rvations of noctilucent
douJ.. and poJ:lr mesospheric radar
...d\ I .. ' I..,vi knc for non-correlation).
p ,I" i lh ",f ct'ri~in stmctures in PMSE
pm '';1 !(lJ'l:l io s to vertical motions due
l(J !'mosf1hel il' gravity waves, however,
\Va<; n~centJ \ found (Williams, van Eyken,
I~.H' II an(1 Röitger, Modulations in the
j! II,' '- ~Ild: :'~;ocjated gravity waves).

.i1l\ ,. ,Ull! iry and Split..Beam Operation

1'<1(; .cllJar ope 'ations of EISCAT and other
in:; IUl 1cntation lOok. place in a special
ramI aign PMSE88 in summer 1988 to
s lldy PMSE amI to develop special radar
programs, which allowed for the first time
to apply the complementary code to the
~ISCAT radar, yielding a best altitude re

,'()lutioll of 150 meters (La Hoz, Röttger,
Rietwld, Wannberg and Franke, The
:italus ancl planned developments of
EJSC\T in mesosphere and D-region
c,.periments). To study spatial structures
'01' the first time also the spatial inter-
fl'I\lllletry was applied making use of the
two r'ceiving antennas of the EISCAT
VIII' radar (La Hoz, Röttger and Franke,
Spa.ial interferometer measurements with
the El 'CAT VHF radar) and also the fre
lJuency domain intelferometry was im
p1ementecl by transmitting on two fre
ljllency channels (Franke, La Hoz, Röttger
and Iju, Frequency domain interferometry
of PMSE). Also split-beam operations
wce rione with the VHF radar to
;n ,,),i:;,lI inC!ination of struc tures , which
,lJuwed slopes of a few degrees from
hOl iZOillal (van Eyken, C.Hall and
\Vi lliams, A delennination of the orienta
I i( II uf a pola' mesosphere summer echo
lay\"i' usjng EISCAT as a dual beam
j "J'li l. t is evident that these newly
Il lpkt 1ent~J ttchniques comprise a major
step-forward in the VHF radar operation
and have also substantially improved our
l!lld "rslanding of the PMSE, although the
"a:,)[1 for !le: generation of the electron
(kll.;lI:l ' in gularities is still unknown.
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Structure and Dynamics of PMSE

The high time- and altilllue·l'esolutlull
experiments, which were perfonned in
1988, have gained more detailed insight
inta the structure and dynamics of thL
PMSE. The cover diagram of this Annual
Report shows an impressive example of
the dynamical behaviour of the PMSE:
One clearly ooticcs the relLttivt;ly thill
struclures of ceho powa, whicl1 are lirtn!
upwards and c1llwnward. The sililullanc
ollsly measureJ Duppler f1\:quency is
often consistc"lll with (bis vtrtil',d 11l(Jtio/.
lt is therefofe ~oildlldtd thal ,ile ;~L;al "t"

ing cmitit;s wllic1J l'au,e hl L: "dl\\!"

c JldJ b~ LUnsiden~u as passive tracers of
dYl\mni~al processes in the mesosphere
(I il HOL, Rilltger and Franke, Dynamic
'I)' ( .nt l r PM. E mcaslI1'ed by EISCAT at
22.-1- l,lJL; Hoppe, Fritts, Reid, Cze
cf~\ \\sh..", Riister, C.Hall and Hansen,
1\11/ lip l ·\l~:q lellcy studies of the high
lalilude ';Ull1lner mesosphere: Implication
Il)J ';\;a llLTing rocesses).

I'd ,"upport lhisuggeslion, in Fig. 21 a
W,lvc I'VI il is shown of a case of a thin
I~ Yl.~l· (l'l tIte bOll J1\I of a very wide region
(r l'l' l ,;truclures. A three-cycle oscilla
[illl! ,1111 p"'l iod of abol\t 16 minutes is
l'kll'!) ,;/ en, wh·ch is on top of alonger

'.:'-1
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waves pl~ Y a re!evuq, , lP ,,\
lity of the PM:SE il is r'" , II

sumcd thill ;~~''1.Vi',' 'v';"

turbl1lcnce in \i'f ',Il

deposil a l11ajar .uno i)1 I '

achieve a geostrO[!III' l
global wind sy te Tl1~ 'lV' ( ' ..
tions by EISCAT ;lll,,1 l, "1 ...

gravity wave Hnd 'wf-JlI1 'I _

great detail iO chf't Ii fl i,: Il ' .
tion. Accordir ) t) ~ l'i l V 1 l '

gravity wave in:;tah i li l' 'vI

PMSE ShOllld sh{ \ ,: j ','

speclra due tO urbulelH'l~ i, I "
phases of the waw oscJlI;~llt'il' lt d [Il

power also increase in t hl) ; ('" '\

These evidenees can Ol\_ .l:,il 11,1 L' '"
proved by the EISCAT obsc valil.11', I

we for instance see in Fig, ') I l 's '\,1:

ced on the uther hand thai thL 1, l,,', '.
which frequently je: clrl'n1e!\ ,1-"
(conesponding o vc10city ilUl'luati('Ii'; \!

much less than on 11.' i), c,\I1 'iukle I 11/

widell as clisplayeJ l y lhl' II!!l il l:'

speetmm widening in Fig, 22 OJ il 1(' I 1111i1

in frequency as displayed in l'i" ') 1,

Taking this spectrum wiclei ing a', an Im!'
cation of enhnnceJ velocit), 1I11d "111<)]1<;
due to turbulence, a cle,u rclatlon to \Va ~

breaking cannot be seen in thc<;c dar,1 l
is also obvious that he eXiSIL'1l 'c of
PMSE is not at all rela ell LO Illl (lL'1' II'

rence of this turbulence burst. This Sil!)

ports our idea thal the scat enll~' Pi (" (.~

of PMSE and the origir1'liin" I~\.ln)n

density structures are not or ly 'e1aled I"
neutral air turblllcn 'e (Röltgcr alld Lt
Hoz, Finc-struClUrt: or Dop,']' ' I,

and signal power ella a 'Wf'lS ic'" d' 1'1 L:!'
obselved with the EISCAT 22~ ~1111 1'.\-

d,u} Support for Ihis suggestiun .1

by other Ob~iClvalluJls dUdll..., .1,
SINE campaign lh, l dpr ' .. "
Doppler spectn J1l widlh ]p,.; I

with the ech) POWl..l" \ l!), )

Multiple frc4UCllCY sllldi 's \'
latitude summe' l1eso.'pl1ll\
for scattering proCt·~,se.')

absolute reflecti\ily nf {',1
explained by the l\]i 'l' 1. il '11..

mechanisms (föllger illlt! L:\ Il L ,l.

struclure of Dt)ppler ":J'. l '
observed wilh the EiSe·\. l' .• 1

This relation of vertical velocity and echo
power is not always as clear as described,
but it in any case proves lhat gravity

Another t:xample of the intensity of
PMSE conesponding to a maximum up
ward veloC1ty was observed alld explained
to be due to adiabatic cooling during the
upward lift by a large-amplitude gravity
wave, whieh eauses heavy ion clustering
and consequently the suggested extension
of the inertial subrange in the electron gas
(Williams, van Eyken, C.Hall and Röttger,
Modulations in the polar mesosphere
summer eehoes and associated auno
spheric gravity waves).

It is also noted from the vertical advec
tion of layers that the life time of par
tkular scattering layers is at least several
minutes. Spectra of the vertical velocities
show prevalent periods of 20 minutes, and
there is <tlso evidence for Doppler shifting
of gravity waves dlle to horizontal winds.
The waves show surprisingly little venical
phase progression over 5-10 km. This
could mean that the vertical wavelengths
are very long, or perhaps that the waves
ale ducted in the mesopause region
(Frilts, l-1oppe el al., A study of vertical
motions !lear the high latitllde summer
mesopalIse).

Gravity Wave Breaking and Steepening

period oscillation of about 40 minutes.
The middle panel contains the dynamie
spectra at a fixed aititude of 83.6 km
which euts approximately through the
middle of the oscillating layer in the
upper panel. We notice that the vertical
velocity vanes between -12 ms- l and
+8 ms- l and the layer altitude varies
accordingly by several kilometers. The
altitude and velocity oscillations are
exactly coherent and the velocity is
lagging the altitude by a 90 degree phase
difference. This example proves that a
gravity wave with large amplitude was
lifting an existing layer of passive seatter
ers (La Hoz, Röttger and Franke,
Dynamie spectra of PMSE measured by
EISCAT at 224 MHz).
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The conventional "breaking of waves into
turbulence" is not immediately exploitable
by the EISCAT observations so far.
Instead the oscillations seen during PMSE
conditions are often non-sinusoidal and
triangular shaped or sawtaoth-like. These
features are taken as an indication of
gravity wave steepening and tilting, which
was proved by model computations (see
Fig. 23). This again shows that gravity
wave breaking inta turbulence is not as
frcquent an effect as may be needed to
explain the PMSE by conventional tur
bulellce theory. It also may have an
implication on the supposition that gravity
waves lose therr energy and momentum in
the mesosphere solely by breaking into
turbulence. Il is presumed that other
effects, such as lIon-linear steepening,
wave-wave interaction and other damping
mech'.Il1isms have to be seriously consider
ed (Röttger, La Hoz, Franke and Liu,
Gravity wave steepening and tilting detec
ted in high-resolution Doppler spectra of
PMSE observed with the EISCAT
224 MHz ri:ldar) ,

FlIrther proof for the suggestion, that not
only m~utrai turb' leon: is involved in the
PMSE genera ion, is given by the
obse'- 'lion.~ of PMSE with the UHF
rada,: on 933 MHz. In Fig. 24 a sample
set of Do pIer spectra, averaged over only
10 seconds, i~ shown, It is very evident,

. thai these spectra are much narrower as
welJ as mu,h stronger than the spectra of
incoh 'f\.o;i t scatter echoes (e.g., those in
the lowest gate 82.6 km). These spectra
indic~He orne enhancement of neutral air
tu bulence, but this is not sufficient to
explain the high echo power on
9~~3 MHz, In addition to searching for a
new scattering mechanism, we have now
also to be careful in the interpretation of
incoherent seatler echoes from the D
region, which could occasionaIly be
contaminated by these "coherent" PMSE
on 224 MHz as weIl as on 933 MHz
(Röttger, Rietveld, La Hoz, T.Hall,
Kelley, Swartz, Polar mesosphere summer
echoes observed with the EISCAT
933 MHz radar and the CUPRI 46.9 MHz
radar).
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f'ig. 23. S If fl( ,dL I' I \f' clrugrams of
altitudes 84 .'iU km ,1/. "1O km Clnd
85.J( t.iil, " ( lo :J11 lill ultitude
-esa/wi",. t' /,;: ) II f II t t /1lf'fll'Y jump

ar'J/uld l l .(J f, \ (', I II \'leepened
~rtlvlt}' \ I' / , {11~1 H'Ol at
85.10 km U,,)I{lIl! 1):1 ,,\ I,!n lft~ /ower
pur/d' l/l 'J ('." 'iII' o •• l ,/ o/ vl'/oclry
w' l1/1d l'(' I' 'til./ I /(.\'11/. ,,. 1\' shoWl1.
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Fig. 24. Sample groups of 5 speetra measured within 10 see integration time with the UHF
radar between 82.6 km and 86.8 km. The strong and narrow speetra at 84.7 km are related
to polar mesosphere summer eehoes. The usual ineoherent seatter is for instance seen in the
range gate at 82.6 km.

Relation to Magnetic Disturbances

It was also suggested that the PMSE
could be related to magnetic disturbances
(Rishbeth, van Eyken, Lanchester, T.
Turunen, Röttger, C. Hall and Hoppe,
1988). Although the mechanism behind
such a relation is at present unkown, one
could expect that the enhanced particle
precipitation and electric fields and cur
rents during magnetic storms should also
affect the middle atmosphere and thus the
polar mesosphere summer echoes.

Future Studies of the Polar Middle
Atmosphere

ElSCAT is at the most suitable location
and has the most appropriate capabilities
to study, simultaneously, the effects of
coupling from the magnetosphere and
ionosphere (above) and from the tropo
sphere and middle atmosphere (below).

This coupling takes place uniquely in the
high latitude mesosphere and two seasons
of EISCAT investigations of PMSE, and
the structure, dynamics and aeronomy of
the region, have already allowed critical
tests of the theories conceming gravity
wave dissipation at mesospheric altitudes,
demonstrated that conventionai theories
were much too elementary, allowed the
proposal that PMSE echoes are mainly
due to enhanced neutral air turbulence
may be discounted and suggested a
wealth of further possible mechanisms
which will be investigated in future expe
riments. They have also demonstrated the
superb cabilities of EISCAT's VHF radar,
even at low power and duty cycle, and
fostered the development of new obser
ving techniques which capitalise on the
system's unique features. One may
confidemly look forward to further
exciting developmems in this, previously
unexpected, area.



COLLISlON FREQUENCY1kHz

Fig. 26. Ian temperature (open triangles),
electron temperature (fil/ed triangles) and
ian neutral collision frequency (circ1es)
from a 280-min post-integration of
EISCAT data, and MSIS-86 collision
frequencies (line).
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lon-neutral col1ision frequencies and ion
and electron temperatures were studied in
the altitude range of 94-120 km using
high range resolution (600 m) EISCAT
VHF radar measurements. The data base
consisted of 100 hours of such measure
ments made in February, July and August
1984 and August 1985. The observed
collision frequencies (at 94-110 km)
agreed with other EISCAT results and
indicated that the MSIS-86 model gives

method using the spectral shape. Fig. 25
shows results obtained on 26 August
1985. The open and filled dots indicate
collision frequencies for two different
time periods, solved from the cubic
equation, and the triangles are results
given by the conventionai spectral
analysis. The continuous line is the MSIS
1986 model atmosphere. The results show
a considerable disagreement with the
mode!. A similar disagreement in August
has been observed previously below
110 km using the conventionai method,
whereas in February, for instance, a better
agreement has been found (Nygren et al.,
A method for measuring ian-neutral
collision frequency, using sequential ian
velocity measurements in two directions).

An 31ternative method for deleflllining the
ion-neutral col1ision frequency in the E
region has been devcloped. The method is
based 011 oh.'e·vu\ioI1S nf plasma drift
cLluseJ by elecu-ic field and horizontal
neutral vioc1. Height profiles of two ion
vclocity cumponents are me:1~ured

SClJl cl1tia!Jy with vertical and eastward
tilted beanl di -ections, and elt'ctric field is
ol>tained from the tristutic data. The two
velocity 'omponent~ of the neutral wind
call then be eliminaleu from the momen
tum equation ancl the collision frequency
can be solved from the resulting cubic
equation. The method is applicable at
higher altitudes than the conventionai

Ion-neutn l collision frequellcy

JE>region Studies

The E-region above EISCAT is often
disturbed by phenomena associated with
the highly variable particle precipitation
and electric field patterns found at auroral
latitudes. Results of such studies are
presented later in this report. It is also
important to measure and understand the
properties of the undisturbed, or average,
ionosphere, and EISCAT continues to
contribute in this area. Examples of such
topics include ian-neutral collision
frequency, layer phenomena and thennal
and electrical properties.

Ffg. 25. Ian-neutral collision frequency
derermined from the .5pectral method
(triang/es) and from the new method
(circlcs) compared with the MSIS 86
mode! (line) for 26 August 1985.
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correct wllisiun frequencies 111 July hut
LlOderestilnaics them in February and
August. The- l~l npenllure observations
(below 110 Lm) agrecu wilh the MSfS-S6
mode! in general hul the observcd event
to-e vent variation W;iS lal ger lhan that
predkrcd by Ihe Illodd. Al 110-120 km
the ion tCllIpera!ure was round to exceed
lhe. eleclwll temperatme. Fig. 26 shows
aB t.' dlnple ut the hest resul Ui ("lO August
Il)X-~). Thej( .'\Jod ljllality is evidellt and
lh(~ st;.tlisliral crmrs of lhe resu1Ls ale
sIllall, as OelCrIlIineu from tlte seatter of
poillls in LIte protiles. The collision
frequencies dedllced from the MSIS-86
mode! (solid line) are smaller than the
observed ones, especially above 100 km,
(A. Huuskonen, High resolution observa
tions of the collision frequency and
temperatures with the EISCAT UHF
radar).

Sporadie E-Iayers

Studies of sporadic E-Iayers continued
using the purpose-written GEN-6B
programme. On 12 July 1987 the
aftemoon wave of the semidiurnai
almospheric tide was observed to generate
a descending Es layer. Oscillations in the
inferred neutral wind were observed and
the short-tenn changes in the velocity
profiles were dosely linked with the rise
and fall of the layer and with its fading,
reappearing and eventual disappearance,
destroyeu alJparenlly by a strong upwan.l
I1locion, Fig. 27 (Lanchester et aL, Wave
activity, i~'lolaye-r dislUrnitllCe and a
sporadie .E laycr ova EISCAT).

AllhulIglI spnnldic E-laycrs (Lre vt;ry
nanow in allJlucte e.. lt~nt, lh~y are Ilsllally
illten.'c t~IHlIlgh to be dt'leuecl hy general
purpu ~ exp rill1\.~lIls slIch as the COI11I1lDi\

progWII1S. Sevcral slIlIll11ertim' events in
CUnlllHlJl l,cognlnl data hClve hc-cn
t)l/s,I\'~d lU tksn:IHl in ,lltitude iiI

lCSjl\)!lSl' lO tlle semi-cliumal lide and to
disap\Jt<.ll f<'iJ!dly lIpw..u·ds witl! the Onst:l
ur ekctric field activilY. Layer fOfll1atit)Jl
was ~h(}wn IL> be lIlure consisttIll with the
altitude variation of lhe l.oIlal component
rather lhan the meridional clJl1lponent of

I'"
&O

100

1

I XJJ 1<00 1500

UNIVERSAL TIME

Fig. 27. Contours of jield-aligned ion
velocity from long pltlse (top) and
multipulse (bottom) measurements, vs
height and time, July 12, 1987. The
shaded regions indicate downward
veloäties. The thick eurves mark the
position of the sporadie E-layer: within
the region of upward veloeity and below a
velocity null.
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and still air above it. fr disappeared
rapidly upwards after 16 UT as the
eleetric field increased.



the horizontal neutral wind, Fig. 28
(Collist Multi-experiment studies of
summertime sporadic E-layers using
EISCAT).

Another example of a sporadic E-layer
detected in common program data was
found to correlate with a simultaneous
sudden sodium layer observed by lidar on
And0ya. An explanation in tenns of
fonnatian by the action of a long-period
gravity wave in the prestl1ct; of initially
low concentrations of met.allic atums and
ions has been deve10ped. The mechanism
{>wposed depends on vcnkal neutral
motion associated with the gravity wave
and is mus distillctly different [roul the
usual explanation of sporadk E-1ay~rs in

terms of a shear in horizontal winds,
which in any case would be extremely
ineffective at such low altitudes at high
latitude. (Kirkwood and Collis, Gravity
wave generation of simultaneous auroral
sporadic E-layers and sudden sodium
layers).

Enhanced electron density layers below
100 km altitude.

Some layers of electron density in the
lowest part of the ionosphere are con
siderably broader than typical sporadic E
layers. Their enigma is that they are
narrower than would be produced by
nonnal solar radiation or typical particle
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preciphalioll, uud otkl1 fluff OWt;r Lhan
would b~ pruduced by mnno-energeric
pan ide precipitution (Collis and
Kirkwllod, Discrete laycu; of u-r~gion

jonisation in the high-latitude ionosphere).
One subset of these layers o~curs during
winter daytime and persisls for many
hours. In some cases the iJlferred ion
temperature in the layer is lower than
expected, indicating that the assumption
of a mixture of NO~ and 0/ ions in the
data analysis is incorrect and that some
ions of mass heavier than 30.5 amu are
present.

electron and ion temperatures, are
underestimated for high electric fields. A
better agreement is found for electron
Lemperatures greater than ion tempera
tures in the E-region, following the
statistical model developed by Nielsen and
Schlegel in 1983. This increase of
electron temperature is suggested to result
from the heating produced by short-scale
waves in the E-region. (Nielsen, Senior
and Liihr, 1988).

Electron energy budget in the auroral
ionosphere

Ionospheric conductivities

From the observations of two coordinated
experiments (18 October 1983 and
30 August 1983) between the two radars
EISCAT and STARE, the ionospheric
height-integrated Hall conductivities have
been derived by two methods: (i) from
EISCAT electron density measurelllent
associatcd with a model of neutral
atrnosphere, (ii) from STAR E electric
field II1casuremenls cOJi1billed with
gwuud-based magnetk field observations.
Thc cOlllparison shows LhaL the COIl

dUCliviti~s deduced from ElSCAT, with
the standard as~uIl1ptioJ1 of identical

Both the solar illumination and the
auroral precipitation of magnetospheric
electrons act as sources of ionization and
of heating for ionospheric electrons. The
heating rate at each altitude in the
ionosphere was theoretically computed by
using a program for electron vertical
transport developed by Strickland and
Oran in 1978 and adjusted by Lilensten,
Kofman and Wisemberg. This energy
input is progressively degraded in the
iOllusphere due to cooling processes by
elastic and inelastic collisions and
lranspofled by thermal conduction.
Silllu1Laneous observations of approximate
ly (;onj ugated vertica! profiles of iono-
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Fig. 30. Correlation between the ionospheric current and the magnetic field variations on
the ground of the station Kilpisjärvi of the EISCAT magnetometer cross in the E-frame. ly. is
the Hall current, lxt the Pedersen current.
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Fig. 31. Elecrric field, ion temperature, electron temperature and E x B drift versus time
measured by EISCAT on 21 March 1988 during the ERRRIS campatgn. -

spheric parameters by EISCAT and of
precipitation fluxes at the top of the
ionosphere by the Viking satellite pennit
to test the theoretical computations against
observations and to analyse the role of
the heating, cooling and thennal conduct
ion in the energy budget for ionospheric
electrons (Lilensten, Fontaine, Kofman,
Lathuillere and Eliasson).

Momentum and heat input into the auroral
E-region

A statistical study of the Joule heating,
the particle heating and the Lorentz-force

have been performed using CP-1 data
from 21 experiments between February
1985 and December 1986. The Joule
heating has been calculated using the
electron density in the E-region and the
vector of the electric field, the particle
heating from the e1ectron density and the
electron temperature, and the Lorentz
force from the current vector. All these
parameters are provided by EISCAT, only
the neutral density (from MSIS 86) and
the magnetic field (from IGRF 85) have
been taken from models. The three
quantities in question have been calculated
for the height range 90-170 km and then
integrated in order to obtain height-
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integrated values. These were averaged
over the time of the day, separately for
summer and winter, and for high (~ ~ 3)
and low (~ < 3) activity. Fig. 29 shows
the results for particle and Joule heating
rates. Generally the average Joule heating
rates are twice as high as the average
particle hearing rates, both quantities
exhibit their maximmTI around magnetic
midnight. The Joule heating rates show
also a seconcl maXimUlJl in the afternoon.
The knowleclge o- average valu~s of these
quantities is ifllpnrtant for q1l3JJtitative
energy baLuI'" JlId gm, ity W1 If'" calcula
tioIls. (Nat rf, Schlegel and Wernik,
Mon en unI 'tfH.i heat input into the high
latimu > iOflo~'ph re derived from EISCAT
measurement.'.)

ElSCAT magnetometer cross it was
possible to localize the maximum of the
current quite accurately in latitude and
also to infer some latitudinal and
longitudinal structure. (Araki, Schlegel
and Ltihr, Geomagnetic effects of the Hall
and Pedersen current flowing in the
auroral ionosphere.)

EISCAT Common Prolilromme 4
12 Jonuory 1988
09-12'15 UT

Doto onolysed ot RAL

E-region current: Gote 2 Gole 3

o 1000 2000 3000 4000 O mo 2000 300J 4000
lon te~roture. Tj IK)

Fig. 32. Common Programme 4 observa
tions of non-Maxwellian ion velocity
distribution functions, which determine the
ion temperatures. The fitted distribution
function shape distortion parameter, D*, is
shown as a function of true ion tempera
ture for the strong flow period shown in
Fig. 43. The D*-values show that the
distribution function varies between
Maxwellian (D*=O) and the threshold of a
toroidal form (D*=1.25).
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Quantitative ~:ondalion studies have been
made of the l'elarionship bdween iOl1o
spheric Cllrrents and the magnetic
variation obsc, ved at 7 stations of the
EISCAT magnetometer cross. The current
was estimated from the F-region drift
velocity veelor (fl. x Ii drift) and the
eleclron density in the E-region, both
obtained [rom CP-l experiments_ Two
coordinate systems called B- and E-frame
were used in this study. The B-frame
represents the ordinary geomagnetic
coordinates where the geomagnetic north
and east are taken as x- and y-axis. In
the E-frame, the direction of the hori
zontal electric field is paralIei to the x
axis, so that the Hall current always flows
in the positive y-direction and the
Pedersen CUlTent in the positive x
direction. Th~ results show that the
correlation is highest in the E-frame
between the Ball CUITent and the north
ward, ami lo west fur the Pedt:rsen cun-em
and the castward component of the
magnetic [id L Tlti~ is documented in
Fig. 30. The ,xmtribution of the lIall
current to t~ .... !l1iiO! elic fit':ld variation on
the grounu is 0.48 nTk 1 ·A I, the
contribulion of lh~ Pedcl'~e!l c.urrent only
0.16 nTkm .\-1. B Hh values upply when
the center ot the current is ~bove the
rallar slatiu,i. With the help of the



Ionospheric dynami~s

From the ltse of CP- l dalu hr studies of
th~ ioouspheric condul'livitit-s tnve
continued. A close relmioLlship belwe.~~n

the eltctron energy input wILl th~ llall.-to
Pcdersen (;Ondll~tanc~ ratio has b\~ell

demoJlstrateo. A study is iII progress on
tht re1aliollship bctwcell the llJfiospheric
ClllTent <1tllsiLies unu titc e!cctIic and
magnclic fidd tluctuätlullS. Coordillated
EISCAT-IlC':lIlfdl E-region wind measure··
ments ami pardal rd1ectioll drift measurt
ments have he"n pafonneti from which
genccal agfe~mtIlt is found with respect
lO dirl~ction, while the magnitudes of the
winds from the ElSCAT measurements
are larger than those derivcd from the E
region drift experiment (Brekke et al.).

E- and F-region irregularities

Elevated E-region electron temperatures
by wave heating

Heating of the electron gas in the high
latitude E-region by lins table plasma
waves caused by the modifieo two stream
(Farley-Buneman) plasma instability has
been studied with EISCAT.

During the ERRRlS (E-region [ocket and
radar instability .s.tudy) ruckct campaign
EJSCAT observations ha Ve been co
ordinated with mtket lUllIlehes aimed at
the iu-situ investigatiolls 01' the al>ove
mentioned instability. Using the alter
nating code technique very high lluality
data have. been collecI d with EISCAT
during .rvl<m.:h and April J\)88, shuwing
several easts of elevatetl E"l"tgion ekctron
temperatUll': up lo more lhan 1000 K
(Fig. 31). Tbcse enhiillcellltllls can !Je
4l1<ultitativdy inlelpr~led wIll! ClIlr"l1t
Illodds 01 the wave lu:.:aling pro(ess.
(l-Iäggströ1l1. Jones, l{o!Hl\sOJl, Schltgd,
Intt,lpretHtillll (Jf enltdllccu ckdron
lelllpt.ratllre:i 1l1caslll"ed III Iile, aurora! E
legion Jurillg tbe ERRRiS call1paign.)

TIK: dcctrulI 1~l1lptrature LH:'.haviour 111 lhe
high Jalitlld~ t-rtgion has also been
rtvieweJ in gtllcral. The ilverage picture

that t'ne gf.,S ',:töggt,jtt; lh;\j' 'be electron
tempei'Hi.ur fr,:,;.), ,Il ',f J. ~(;.tTeJated with
the ,~k.:. i( ::'t U 'Il', ..h d.:: anri inversely
cOfrda!'jl vitll lh~ , '11bil-.T1 t e1eco"Un
ctensily. Ui5:11, l I'C'·u!lHl0n studIes also
show lhm. rl.,;piH·il:r<..:', l'(J!l this average
pteture may be f gn;;at importance. As
the cl!,I~u·\)n el1l!)\:;wllI e profile itself can
vary, tbe 1H.1'.;.lllllillf-' lIf the emperatures
,.;an L'bangt: SlIr)';(<!dl1atl y Oll a scale of a
j IHl iIi. Of JI~';S, ::11)(' Ih~ ~ lrreJatlOns with
the tlCu i., t! ~lcls ill' v b,) iuned. From
the 111(; Jdi. ,il DOllll oi vi:. I, tlw proposed
urguI1Jtnt': [1"01([ the las!l1a wave heating
as a probable explanation fo the observa
tions (Saint-Mauric Kofman and
Kluzek).

Non-Maxwell"an ion velocity distributions

The study of non-Maxwellian plasma
effects with EISCAT has been continued
in 1988. Il turned out that these effects
are much more important and occur more
frequently than previously assumed. This
has been shown by l11vdel predictions
(Famler et aL 198 ). The major problem
to solve is the analysis of EISCAT data
in the presenee of sllch distributions.
FOImer algorithms have been based on
Lhe evaluation of a triple integral at each
step of the fitting procedure which
reqllires considerablc complHer time and
is thLlS uflsuitable for the processing of
large amOllnts of clara (Moorcroft and
Schkgel, 1998.)

/. new algorithm llsiIlg lIeri s ex ansion
avoids these difficllllies "ince severaJ of
the r quired quantities lced only be
compl ed once tor a given radar
geoI1letry (Suvanto, 198H), The mutine
has proven to be suilable to fit large
all1lwnts of EIS( 'AT data (fiig. 32). lt was
hanher show n that the unalysis mllst be
((,striL:lcd n l t illension,ll iUI t 'mpera
hl':; fur as en ang lo;; S' ih, i about
:wo, -ditnens](J,lål lc:mpGralurC ,:timates
sllv Jargl,; errOIS i 1 this case (Fig. 33).
The iOJl temperatlIre anu cumposilion can
be deriveo wi. hOllt l1'ors and assllnlptions
about the velocit)' distribution function of
the ions only at an 'spect angle of 54.T.
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Th~ uuservell f~alures of lhe vducil)'
distriuution are reruarkably dose to
pr~dictiuns lilade by Montc-Cado sinlUla
tions which allow for more than une iOIl
ncuU-al in teractioll mechanism. (I,ockwood
and Winser, 1988, Lockwoud et al.,
1988.)

A eonsiderable souret: of enor in the
correct interpretation of the measured
spectra is the uneertainty of the ion
eomposition. The range of e1ectric fields
(given as D', the ratio of the ion-neutral
differential velocity to the neutral thermal
veloeity) where the assumption of a bi-

Maxwellian ion distribution is good
ellough to provide reliable measurements
of Te, ne and the ion temperature aniso
tropy, is a funetion of the principal ion
population and the direction of the radar
beam relative to the magnetic field
(Fig. 34). If two ion species have to be
taken into account, the usual assumption
of the same temperature for both species
breaks down, since the two species do not
have the same ion temperature anisotropy.
Öne main conc1usion is that the validity
domain of the standard analysis as a
function of D' and the aspect angle, is
smaller for a mixture of ions than for a
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Fig. 34 Validity domain of a bi-
Maxwellian velocity distribution for
different ion species.

Fig. 35. Upper panel: The difference
between the true line of sight velocity <v>
and the velocity v/sq , fitted in the usual
way to a symmetrical spectrum as a
function of aspect angle <I> for electric
fields of 50 and 100 mY/m. Lower panel:
Example of an asymmetric spectrum in the
presence of a 100 mY/m electric field. In
both cases a ratio of collision frequency to
gyro frequency of 0.1 was assumed.

single ion plasma. It was also shown that
the ion composltlon cannot be weIl
estimated as soon as D' is greater than
about 0.5 (corresponding to an e1ectric
field of 20 mV/m) for measurements
along the magnetic field line (Hubert and
Lathuillere).

Another impol1ant aspect of the non
Maxwellian effects is the influence of
collisions. All the EISCAT studies made
so far in this field are based on the lirrut
of a zero collision rate. Using a relaxation
l:ol1isinn model the effects of a non-zero
ratin of ion-neutral collision frequency to
lOn gyro frequency have been in
vtstigated. Il turned out that the in
cohereni scalter spectra are asymmetric in
this case, thus leading to an uncertainty in
the line of sight velocity estimate. Model
calculatlons show that the true line of
sight velocity and the estirnate performed
in the usual way by a fit to a sym
metrical spectrum can differ considerably.
The difference depends on the collision
frequency, the electric field magnitude,
the T/fi ratio and the aspect angle.
Fig. 35 shows an example (Cooper and
Kohl, The simulation of asymmetric
Thompson seatter spectra from a relaxa
tion collision model.)

o
w
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F-reginn irregularilies. Gyro-line,
Plasma line
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Measurements of natural plasma lines
started in 1987 with the EISCAT
PLASMA-D experiment were continlled in
the summer season 1988. This experiment
uses the CCD speettum analyzer for the
plasma line measurem~nt and the

oo - r--2~ o 1 2
POWER (ARBITRAR)' UNITSI

wilh oftsets of +500 and +525 kHz (up
shifted line) and -775 and -800 kHz
(d0wnshifted line) for the 30° and 45"
elevations, respectively. The transmitted
peak power was 1.5 MW. The strong
dependence of the gyro line offset on the
magIletic field strength and direction can
be used to map the geomagnetic field.
The enhancement of the line in the
presence of nonthermal electrons gives
information of the intensity and energy
distribution of electrons in a new energy
regime. In the absence of nonthermal
electrons the width of the gyro line is a
sensitive measure of the electron tempera
ture (Björnå, Hansen, Esjeholm).

Fig. 36. Gyro Line relurns from a 300 ~s

pul.\C measured on June 8, 1988 with the
Vf/F rudar at elevation angles of 300 and
-I5U

• a is the aspect angle, f the frequency
offset of the receiving filters.

II) .1.1.1" l~~l\ illt: ii,.1 g.~·llJ l/III" IIIJ:'Ic1"'.'<I

tilll)S \'.'1111 tlt.; USl'A'l' VI Il' n/dar \""re
l"lltldc, Tllt g)'U) lim,; (ill:'lll l'lIllcd "lescHI

aJlC~ Iiuc" it[ld "w!tistlct lille" in tll(;

lill;l.lIllt"(.) LlJll':'SPI\II.is Id till:' ("".kc\lOslatic
\' d "Lo llHhk lO '-- il. ,--1)S U [, dU'.\'11 lO lIt:
{Jt"csclll iII lliL; IVcaldy IllllglltliL,cd iOllU'

sjlltcrll: pb.l:>\·IIl1 (il is dit c!c:CtJ.OCl gYl\)
ftc411tm..y anl! u is tht all~lc l>etw~~n the
directiull of the wave veClor and the
l1lagnetic fidu). The ~yro lille is very
weak - even weaker than the plasma
line " but the frequency offset is only
marginally dependent on elecu-on density
and temperature so that the position of
the line can be easily predieted and long
integration times can be applied in the
measurement. Favourable conditions for
observing the line are obtained by looking
with the VHF radar at a low elevation to
the north. Fig. 36 shows gyro line returns
from a 300 ~s pulse in the altitude region
100-200 km, detected at elevation angles
of 30° and 45°. The experiment used a
filter bank of 12.5 kHz filters. The figure
shllws the return::; in two adjacent filtas

The Ulorpholugy of F-regiun irn~gularities

and the nature of their production mecha
nism have been examined from co
ordinated observations between ElSCAT
and EDIA, the HF radar based in France
eovering the southward palt of the
EISCAT meridian seans. During night
hours, EDIA eontinllously deteeted small
scale irregularities in the F-region. Their
location was not eorrelated with any
large-scale horizontal density gradients
measured by EISCAT at 350 km altitude,
but with strong north-south gradients at
1S0/cOO km alti[ud~, indicating the
eqllatolw;u'd boundary of partick precipi
tation. The examination of the different
mecll dll is 111S \)f F-region irregularity
pfiJdu..;tioll ::>lIggtsts thaI sUllctured
pl\;~'ipilaliL)11 Ilmy I,e illl illlIHJ!I.lllt sOllrce
of irrcglllMilil'S will! s~ak, kuglhs of
a!>olll 100 III, I;vllid, IAllll.i UJS(:ClCk. 10

SlJli.llJ, M~alc IlIC"gla1alitles by lite lll)i\,tI:'Ial

dlifl mOl.k:. (Billll'dilloll dIll! ""'l1laine,
198~. )



corre1ator for ion line ACFs. The observa
tions have been used by Trondsen (1988)
to estimate the UHF system (.:onstant.
From a series of meas LI rements an
average value of (1.18 ± 0.05)-1019 nr5s-1

was found which is in excd1ent agree
ment with the value in current use. The
PLASMA-D data are also used to
detennine the ion composilion in the F
region by the method inlroduced by
Björnå and Kirkwood (lygg). A sil11ilar
method can be app1ied to dedve the ion
nentra1 collision frequency ju the lower E
region. When thc measun::lI plasma line
offset is illL:urporatect in the kasl squares
fiuing proLt'dum for the iOll line. ACF, the
len lperatur~/rollision freq uUley amb iguity
can be fe:.olved. No aSSluJllltiulI un the
electron-to-ion temperature ratio is
needeo. Fig. 37 shows the allitllde profile
of ion-neutral collision freqllency deri ved
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Fig. 38. Distribution of the parameters of
the analyzed gravity waves. In the upper
panel a) denotes the periods of the waves
as they are observed, b) the Doppler
shijied periods.
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Fig. 37. lon Ileutral coLli.\ iuli ji'equl:ltcy
prcJjUe obtdined with the IOil line/plasma
line methud in comparis,!n I ~'i{h v<l!ues
from mudds Witl p-om II I.: suuuiurd
el /tillyslS .

by this method (solid circles) compared
with values derived by the standard
Illethod assuming that the temperature
ruLio is unity (open circles), with MSIS
1983 model values (solid curve), and with
the Kirkwood summer model (dashect
Lurvt:) used by EISCAT (Bjömå, Hansen,
beulikst:ll, Trondsen).



TIDs and gravity waves
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Fig. 39. Analysis of a single wave event
on the 22 May 1985 between 07 and
09 UT. The crosses denote the experimen
tal results, the full line the result calcu
luted from elarks dispersion relation. The
dushed line characterizes the dissipation
tum (2 scale heightyJ.

Wavc-likt fluctuations in the line of sight
ion vdocity measured with CP-! have
been interpreted in terms of gravity
waves. Th~ data were first screened for
sllch wav~-like events and these were
tlten titted to a sine wave A-sin(<ut+tJ). A,
S are height dependent quantitltes
t.tepcnL1iJlg 011 th~ parameters of a true
grav ity wavc, the vertical (c:omplex) and
holizoHtal wave nlll1lUer, the frequtlH':Y
and Lhc phase, outained f1'Ol1I the linear
i...cd ion m011lcntum and iOl1 continuity
equaliuns. Also the meridional wmponent
of the neuU'al wind (estimated from
EISCA'l' data) was taken into account.
This method has the advantage that it

b.:llefgy and momentUIl1 can be transferred
flOm the auroral ionosphere to the mid
und low-latitude thermosphere by the
g~ntnlti\)n, propagation and dissipation of
alu10splicaic gravity waves.

In another study, travelling ionospheric
disturbances (TID) bchaviour was in
vestigated using CP-2 data. With the help
of the maximum entropy method the
wave periods have been calculated for a
three hour data window which was moved
through the whole 24 hours data set in
steps of 6 minutes. The resulting sono
gram, Fig. 40 shows an example, exhibits
traces of all occuring TIDs. These
sonograms have been used to select
certain TlO events which have then been
studied in more detail, particularly with
respect to the propagation direction of the
waves. F(Jr this purpose six phase trace
speeds were ca1culated from the cor
responding CP-2 data at one particular
altilllue and all four positions. These
velocities can be fitted to give the
horizontaI k-vector of the waves.
(Mauelshagen and Schlegel, Propagation
difcction of TIDs iii the: auroral zone.)

A Vt;ry bood example was observed by
EISCAT during the flrst Worldwide
Atmospheric Gravity-Wave Study in 1985.
The source in the auroral zone was
identified with a Westward Travelling

does not assume any dispersion relation
of the waves. Data from 16 CP-1
experiments from November 1984 to
December 1985 have been used. Fig. 38
shows the distributions of parameters of
the analyzed waves. The fitted parameters
ha ve also been compared with correspond
ing results obtained from a dispersion
rt:1ation for planar waves taldng thermal
wnduction, viscosity and ion drag inta
account. Fig. 39 summarizes this com
pa.tison for one single wave in terms of
phas~, alllplitude and the complex vertical
wave number, all as a function of
altitude. In general the agreement between
theoretical and experimental results is
satisfactory. (Natorf, Schlegel and Wernik,
Incoherent scatter observations of TIDs in
the auroral zone.)
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Fig. 40. Sonogram of travelling ionospheric disturbanees.
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Fig. 41. Time of arrival on Oetober 1B, 19B5 of a gravity wave with a period in the range
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Surge, observed at the conjugate point by
the Dynamics Explorer satellite. The wave
generated was observed elose to the
source by ionosondes at Zigansk and
Yakutsk, and at greater distances by the
incoherent-scatter radars at EISCAT,
Sondrestrom and Millstone Hill, by an
HF-Doppler radar in the UK, and by an
ionosonde at Wallops Island. The vettical
wavelengths detennined at ElSCAT and
Sondrestrom were in good agreement
(370 km) and the derived values of
horizontal wavelength (1640 km) and
phase velocity (430 ms· l

) were consistent
with the measurements of the HF-Doppler
radar, and also with the time-of-travel of
the wave from the source to the different
stations, Fig. 41 (Williams, Observation of
atmospheric gravity waves with incoherent
scatter radar).

Ionosphere-Thermosphere Coupling

The flow of energy and momentum from
the magnetosphere to the auroral iono
sphere in tum affects the neutral thermo
sphere. The momentum of the convecting
ionosphere is transferred to the neutral
atmosphere, while on a local scale energy
and momentum inputs due to Joule and
particle heating and Lorentz forcing can
generate atmospheric gravity waves.

The coupling between the ionised and
neutral components of the upper atmo
sphere has been monitored directly by
using EISCAT in conjunction with Fabry
Perot interferometers operated at Kiruna
and Kilpisjärvi by University College
London, and on Svalbard by the Uni
versity of Alaska. The results demonstra
ted that methods for deriving thermo
spheric winds from incoherent scatter data
alone can have larger than expected errors
at high latitudes and must be used with
caution.

At the same time the measurements made
by FPIs are complicated by the fact that
on many days the wind pattem at
EISCAT latitudes has large variations on
a scale smaller than the horizontal field of
view of the interferometer so that the
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usual monostratic FPI techniques cannot
be used to give reliable neutral winds.

However, some comparisons have been
attempted, and the initial results indicate
that the used estimate of the 0-0+ collis
ion frequency may be too large by a
factor of about 3 (Winser et al., 1988;
Farmer et al., lon-neutral dynamics:
Comparing Fabry-Perot measurements of
neutral winds with those derived from
radar observations).

High latitude ionospheric modelling

The coupling between ionosphere and
thermosphere is also the subject of
advanced modelling work carried out at
University College London and at the
University of SheffieId. Plasma densities
observed by ElSCAT have been compared
with the predictions of the coupled model.

Two approaches have been used. In the
first, the convection pattem and its
variations are matched to data from
EISCAT and other radars and then used
to model plasma densities. This approach
has been successful, even under condi
tions when the convection pattem is
changing rapidly with time, provided the
convection pattem is known with some
degree of confidence (Quegan et al.,
1988).

The other approach has been to average
statistically the large dataset accrued by
EISCAT and compare these average
values with predictions from the numeri
cal model mn to "steady-state" in the
diurnal sense with fixed input conditions.
This approach has verified the value of
the model as it accurately predicts the
average levels of ionisation and the gross
features of the diumal variations in both
summer and winter for moderate-to-high
solar activity leveis. There are differences
between predicted and measured height
profiles of ionisation - particularly in the
variations in the F-region peak height 
but these may be minor "mning" differ
ences.
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The Excitation of Ionospheric
Convection

Momentum transfer across the magneto
sphere

Further work is continuing, extending the
comparison to much lower solar activity
levels, where the EISCAT database is
much larger (Farmer et al., Comparing
numerical simulations of the high latitude
ionosphere to an empirical mean model
based on EISCAT data). The coupled
model has also been used to predict the
occurrence of non-M(L'{wellian plasma
driven by supersonic ion flows at the
longitude of ElSCAT (Farmer et al.,
1988).

One of the least-understood and contro
versial interactions in the solar-terrestrial
chain is the transfer of mass and momen
tum across the Earth's magnetosphere.
The exploitation of the unique dataset
obtained by ElSCAT while the AMPTE
UKS and -IRM satellites were in the solar
wind has given important new insights
into the mechanisms involved. A statist
ical survey (Etemadi et al., 1988) and
case studies (Todd et al., 1988) have
demonstrated that the flow of ionospheric
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Fig.43. EISCAT Common Programme 4 data sJwwing plasma
flows (in "electric field" format, i.e. with northward flow
pointing to the right) superposed on colour contours of ion
temperature. Bursts of exceptionaily fast flow before 11 :30 are
found to correlate weil with transient dayside aurora and pulses
of southward IMF. Comparison with optical data from
Spitzbergen shows that the dramatic slowing of the flowaround

11:45 UT occurs on open field lines, weil inside the polar cap,
showing that open field lines only impart momentum to the
ionosphere in a narrow region immediately poleward of the
clejt (Lockwood and Cowley, 1988). The large ion drifts also
drive the non-thermal ion velocity distribution distortions shown
in Fig. 32 (Lockwood et al.).
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plasma, observed in both the auroral oval
and polar cap by EISCAT, responds very
rapidly to changes in the north-south
component of the Interplanetary Magnetic
Field as observed by AMPTE (Figures 42
and 43). The response time of a few
minutes could be observed because of the
uniquely high time resolution of the
EISCAT flow data and the ideal location
of the AMPTE satellites. This discovery
requires a completely new concept of the

Expanding Polar CClP

<Pm'" 2<Pn

(b)

ConIraeting Polor Cap

~m=~~n

Fig. 44. Schematic of plasma convection
patterns for (a) expanding and (b)
contracting polar caps of the same area.
This model explains the observed rapid
response of dayside convection to changes
in the IMF (Fig. 42), and also requires
that open field lines only impart mom
entum in the narrow "smile" region
(shaded poleward of the cleft: this has
also been demonstrated to be the case
using EJSCAT data (Fig. 43). From
Lockwood and Freeman, Lockwood and
Cowley (1988) and Lockwood et al.

excitation of 10nospheIic convection to be
adopted llnu shows that the transfer of
momenlmn '1CfnsS the magnetopause, and
subsequently ~o the ionosphere, is restrict
ed to a narrow region irnmediately
polewani of the eleft (Lockwood and
Freeman, Hecent ionospheric observations
relating to solar wind-magnetosphere,
Figure 44) This model explains many
otherwise anomalous features of field
aligmxl .mrents and cm vection pattcms
and ag":-;" with the "driven" and "stor
age" re:.ponses of the magnetJsphere as
dcdi c.:ed \0 magnetic aClivity.

Furthennore, lhe transfer of momentum at
the magnetcpause has been shown to
proceed in el series of bursts, each
associareJ .'ith a"rnidday auroral
br::uLllp" ev'nt. These transient ares and
are fragments have been observed in both
630 nm and 557.7 nm amoral emissions
to the north of EISCAT by meridian
scanning photometers and all-sky TV
carnerGS operated on Spitzbergen by the
Unive 'sities of Oslo and Tokyo. The
coordinated EISCAT, optiea! and mag
netometer observations show these events
to be fully consistent with the expected
signatur s of Flux Transfer Events (FTEs)
and are in excellent accord with recent
theoretieal considerations of FTE genera
tion (Sandholt, Lockwood, Oguti, Cowley,
Freeman, Egeland, Lybekk and Willis,
Midday auroral breakup events and related
energy and momentum transfer from the
magnetosheath, Figures 45 and 46). In
addition the arcs and the other features of
the putative FTE signature are found to
move east or west initially, under the
influenee of the magnetic tension resulting
from the By component of the IMF,
before being pulled slowly anti-sunward
by the solar wind flow. The EISCAT data
provide the first measurement of the
potential applied across the magnetosphere
by each event and it is found to be
surprisingly large (at least 30-80 kV).
Indeec1, if these dramatic events prove to
be typiclll, FTEs must be the dominant
driving rnechanism for convection in the
ionosphere and magnetosphere.
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wind to the ionosphere in transient bursts (each giving a
potential which must exceed the <1>=20-60 kli applied across the
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consistent with the predicted signature of flux transfer events.
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Fig. 45. Combined EISCAT observations (c and d) with
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are found to be moved westward by the magnetic tension of the
By component of the IMF, then poleward into the polar cap by
solar wind flow. Combined with magnetometer records, these
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t'(J!ar/a lIl'I h',tl Ct)n v,:Ltion 1I1),1 uns~ polar
caV potellliill iliop

ElSCAT dectric field alld CdlldllCtivity
data, obwined during 1I1~ GISMOS
~<HnVill~lI in January 1984, w~re included
in a large data base (with e1ectric field,
conductivity and currents observed by
radars and spacecraft, and ground-based
magnetic field measurements), and
combined with statistical models of
electric field and conductivity in order to
map the instantaneous large-scale electric
potential pattern in aurontl and polar
regions, by using a techniy'ue developed
by Richmond and Kamide (l9g8). In
particular, the total cross polar cap
potential drop deduced from the resulting
global potential pattern agrees weil with
independent estimates from solar wind
data. (Richmond, Kamide, Ahn, Akasofu,
Alcayde, Blanc, de la Beaujardiere, Evans,
Foster, Friis-Christensen, Fuller-Rowell,
Holt, Knipp, Kroehl, Lepping, Pellinen,
Senior and Zaitsev, 1988).

'1'IK 1J1)lelllial duc tu viswus interactioll
on thc flanks of the magnetotail during
quid periods has also been quantified fOf

the first time by ground-based observa
tions. The convection polar-cap boundary
remailled within the field of view for two
hours and the potential drop correspond
ing to the flow into the polar cap across
this segment near dawn was found to be
only 7 kV. The flow patterns are
consistent with ISEE3 observations of
viscous-like interaction in the far tail
(Lockwood et al., 1988). The EISCAT
observations were taken as part of the
June 1987 GISMOS campaign and the
rapid contraction of the polar cap
observed by EISCAT was used lO define
a substorm which was studied using
simultaneous data from the Söndreström
and Millstone Hill inwherent seatter
radars, the Goose Bay, STARE anu
SABRE coherent radars, a wide network
of magnetometers and images from
NASA' s Dynamics ExpIora l satellite.
The substonn was shuwn to be eons islent
with the moving neutral·-line them)' of



As weil as driving the neutral atmosphere
in the polar caps and auroral zones,
magnetospheric e1ectric fields can have a
global effect by direct penetration to
lower latitudes. The Gismos campaign of
January 1984 gave the opportunity of
exarnining the electrical coupling between
the high, rniddle and low latitude iono
spheres from observations of interplanet
ary and high-Iatitude ground-based
magnetic fields and of F-region plasma
drift measurements by incoherent seatter
radars at several latiludes and longiludes
inc1uding EISCAT. This data set shows
that the global conveclion mouels repro-

Empirical statistical models of the
convection e1ectric field and of the
e1ectrostatic potential have been con
structed on the basis of more than three
years of EISCAT tristatic observations
from 61° to 73° invariant latitude with the
Common Pfogram CP-3. The statistics,
organized as a function of the magnetic
activity index Kp as illllstrated in Fig. 47,
provide a quantitative evaluation of the
observed increases with magnetic activity
of the cross polar cap potential drop, of
the longitudinal and latitudinal extensions
of the convection cells, of the rotation of
the potential pattern relative to the noon
midnight meridian, and of the electric
field penetration toward rnid-Iatitudes.
Finally, the statistical e1ectric fields
computed from EISCAT observations
agree weIl with those of Millstone Hill
and Chatanika radars, with slight differen
ces due to the different geographic
locations of the three radars. (Senior,
Fontaine, Caudal, Alcayde and Fontanari,
Convection e1ectric fields and electrostatic
potential over 61°-72° invariant latitude
observed with the European incoherent
scatter facility 2., Statistical results).

Convection penetration towards middle
and low latitudes

substonns (Claller, Kelly, Lockwood,
Robinson, Ruohoniemi, de la Beaujardiere
and Hakkinen, June 1987 GISMOS
experiment: preliminary report on high
time resolution multi-radar measurements) .
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Fig. 47. Empirical models of high latitude
convection potential derived from EISCAT
CP-3 tristatic data. The three panels are
drawn for quiet, normal and disturbed
magnetic conditions.
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COlldLJcLi vilies, which were found to be
suustalltially higher than previously
assUlned in the active aurora leading the
subslorm expansion. This study also
found evidence that CUITents in the
highly··conducting zones were largely
driven by the neutral wind (Kirkwood et
al., 1995).

duct roughly tht llIain dl". dU\;!"iSti..;s of
llIiddlc allJ [vw htlilude "IcCl.fic fields
asso~iäkJ with '. dtiations of the, C1USS

polar cap potential d.J lip However,
SlIbsl<Jlltial disagreemel1l~ bc;lween
lluservatiolls and theoretical models may
Ltppcar, anJ could be due to the action of
lhe disturbanee dynamo efftdS on middle
and low latitude electdi,; fidus (Fejer,
Kelley, Sellior, de la Bealqiudiere, Holt,
Tepley, Burnside, Abdll, Sublal,
Woocimau, Kamiue, Leppill!;, Low cUld
mid-latitudc ionospheric electric fields
during the January 1984 GISMOS
campaign).

Auroral Signatures of Magnetospheric
Substorms

Auroral electrodynamics during substorms

20

i
!
J lO

- JouIo '-ting
--- Partiel, ~.tlng

During the lifetime of the Viking satellite
a number of auroral substorms were
observed both by the satellite and by the
EISCAT radar. Two studies have been
made of the most active subslorm phases.
The first concentrated on ionosphtric

Fig. 49. Total partide heating and Joule
heming as measured by EISCAT on
18 October 1985.
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EISCAT W,IS llsed as Ull ideal facil ity for
monitoring th, ion< sphere during a
substonn, ,1Imvil1g ,n estimate of the
integrated Jouie hearing ann hearing due

A third topic studied was that of pre
eipitation in the sllbstOffi1 growth phase
using ElSCAT electron density profiles
and Viking particle measurements, It was
shown that the zone of cquatorward
drifting energetic clcctron pr~cipitation,

whieh is often seen in thl: cVl:ning seetor
1-2 hams before substorm onset, is due to
electrons precipitated from the outer edge
of the r diation belt. Prer.ipitation oecurs
close to the is ()'fopY bou'1uary for
>10 keV e1ectron,' (i.C:, where the particle
pitch-ang t~ uistribution changes from
trappcJ t:l i. (lropic) and ) o >ably results
frOJ l il kCl\'dSt 111 tllv radjlL' uf curvature
of the magnet!· 1ield-lines threading the
boundary so that th e1ectron gyro-radii
becom > colilp~lra bi to the radius of
curvaru c. 'I Ile Sil el.' also suggesls that
this boul d,u'Y 1ay be important in
con olling thc (J( 'Uf,encc of field-aligned
:lCeelera iO! and t!l'; (fl ggering of sub
stonns (Kirkwood and Eliasson, Energetie
particle precipitation in the substonn
growth phase measur~d by EISCAT and
Viking).

The...eC(lH l :': . ;1' ')' l',del 'I/ith the
spcclra ,,r tl l~' 0'1 ~(.'. );~ 'Hing particJes
associatcd "'itt "1 .:.' " ent substonn
features. f', )! i '\ (" .. ' ~':: i was found
beiwper. j"1tw'it' ll!;"!llergy :;pectra
derivecJ "Jom {'"c'C, -.. . c~tron density
profiles and dlreci me'lSlIrements by the
Viking satelJite during intervals of diffuse
precipitalion in the .uh ii(mn growth phase
and after the sllbtUfi 1 onset. ElSCAT
electron (icnsity n~'oriks associat d with
the aetive auror;' I ;1 res lC3ding the
substonn c pansion "Ierc found to give
flux-energy SpCC1Y<1 vhich are consistent
with earlier satellite lleasurements in
similar auroral sirumlc ilS but which also
give bettet" estimates of high-energy
precipitation (> 10 key) than previously
published (Kirkwood, Eliasson,
Opgenoorth. Pellinen-Wannberg. A study
of auroral electron acceleration using the
EISCAT r:.ldar and the Viking satellite).
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to part iek, pJ.'eripll;lt ·'kl. l!..; LlllJ'irnin.l

e.lr1icr lC{hl!lS lila r joule h .:ltlll' Vv'flS ,n
Oltter"l,j'-llli\ ~nill1d great ~( tlwll partie le
healinr. -"id rq)., , 11'~; th\.~ l!;ain chafllld
\)1' enr~lbY !(,.Ulsfl.:l' f 11m t II :\COnHlgne.\.il:
tail Iu rb .. lllnospl .;(, All il l\)'.)i lant resIIIi
Intill Vcl II :;ludv ut lhl: t'dlt-; '<uiatioll of
J()ule healiClg JutiJlg a slIl>storm, The
avcrage ',llue 01' Joule h'.'dl!llg olkn
rtOlailleJ signiI'cdl y higb \Iver a period
longer than ShOWll by the paJliclc Plc"
cipitation or by ljagn~lic dislurbances.
This slIggested that traJitiolläi lllcHns of
monitoring substonlIs, L1Sillg magneto
meters, liometers and auroral observations,
give only a selective picture of the whole
phenomenon, related to the precipitation
of electrons with energies above 1 keY.
ElSCAT measurements provide a more
complete and continuous picture, giving
full consideration to the precipitation of
particles with less than 1 keY energy
(which are responsible for Pedersen
conductivity) and the variations in electric
field (Williams et al., Fig. 49),

TllI-; (llitly:>l1:i ,Ii 'vd 200 hours of data
flOCll the FISCA' fViking (;()urdination is
still ',l m;, j,)' ';Oll1'C", of interest. After a
nUl1llJtl '..11-' siud'\,;,' con entrating on
substorm OBset and ,xpansion (especially
westward traveIIin, ~;urges, see previous
<lJ1I111al r"port) attcntioJl has now been
paid to the transition of the magneto
sphere from a quict to a disturbed state,
Nhcn th~ .l1terpla 1dary magnetic field
(hanges "s directiol1. Ty., o cases with
quite ,:;imilm' chan,uerislic features have
been stud.iet! in det. il In bOlh cases a
Ljuiet time conveetion system had
deveJoped <.luring an eXlended period of
northwar<.l directed interpJanetmy magnetic
field. Typical for such a situation, when
the projection of the magnetospheric
convection on the ionosphere often
displays a fOL r cell pattern, is the
formation of an auroral are, extending
over the polar cap from thc midnight to
rhe dayside prcnoon portion of the auroral
oval, the so-called trans-polar are (TPA).
hl some cases this phenomenOll has also

J'i;; , 5 ! _ TriSILlIiL' field pcrpl:ndicular
(;(lIl\'t'etioll ve!ocities on 6 May 1987.
Majo/' iolt upjl()~V events were observed
a/ont; the l'romsc'j field liJi(~ (;ommencing at
21 :OU Llnd 21:47 UT It can be seen that
these limes ('orrespotl~l lO the passage of a
cOllveccioll sheut" (lva tlw beum and high
ion temperwure' anti tlu: resulrirzg upflvws
were observed in tlt ~ l1,.'uke of the n!oving
shear in both cus."s (IVilts!'!" et al.),
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Substorlll controi by the illterpJanclary
magnetic field (IMF)

blSCAT l)ftcll measures SlLllL t bursts nt a
westw:ml l-lectlil- field (s,)ulllwant plasma
tlow) coillcidiog with soft·pa/licle pl'edpi
tatioll, 'I'he Jltlllral-line 1I'ludd of ä

Sllush.Hlll provIdes il !lalllidl basis ror

illttfjlld(l)t; llll.:se daLl. JIl tillS pil ldi\~, tWI.l

~\lLllC -~ lIf no,,,' ale :!11 iL· J hlkd iii IIlc
lIighuill1C ,llll\la! L,l Il lt.':l , 1'.tC liICLI!)'
dl 1\'-':11 hy dit.: J!Vll~ HL witll ,\ dda) lillle
()J l,"l-!.() il,in and a:-,slJeialc<! with daysIde
u:~()[lIl".:I'll' :tt, ,I lid Il ~ ulhl' 'Ippealing
lYIlical;' 'I il \tll ltlll~J Mlllli.\ l(1rd l!llnings
of t1tl~ !i\ l an l d ,'l ,\.IJ.lI.J II: 11J fä{lld [ail
tl"( I1I1ilCC11ll11 I k. l '~lI!illl!, ,,<llle!'lI of
llJl!llSpllt:i"l1 r10\\' \1(lcO sI. '\'.'S a qll,l~i

P~l i()t!i,' \',11 iatioll with pcri(,ti..; ot at.l)ut
Ollt' hOlIl. III [\Vu case.. iii wltich COIl'

cunenl Uv!!' data WtlS avail,t!Jk, il appC,Ll'S

tha t!ll; P~ll )d;ci y was illhercll ill lMf
BL> but Ihis was no expl'essed unmodified
in the amoral :l.00e beca lise of the
presencc: or the two SOll ecs of fJow
which depenu on I VlF B

t
in different

ways (Williams et aL, Fig, 50),
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processes fo!lowin~ the refom1ation of the
magnetosphere in response to changed
conditir ns in th~ illtcrplanetary inagnetic
fidd (Pellinen, Koskinen, Pulkinen,
Murphrec, Rostokel', Opgenoorth, Satellite
Jnd grouml-baseå observations of a fading
trans-pohr are).

1DC

Fig. 52. Obsenled projiles of field-aligned
plasma velocity on 6 May 1987, made
usir..g Common Programme 2. The plasma
fluxes exceed J(P ions n{2s -1 and are
therefore more than an order of magnitude
greater th(!n the "dassical polar wind".
The terms in the jield-aligned momentum
balance equation could be studied
individually using these data.
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Other coordiuated studies, involving
EISCAT, Viking, several ground-based
illstrument nctworks, the aurora! sounding
roeket AURELD-Vip, the AFGL-Airbome
Observatory, and the DMSP-F7 satellite
have also been pursued. A complicated
auroral situation in agenerally disturbed
magnetosphere could be analysed and
understood in detail with the help of this
uniquely complete dataset from various
regions in the ionosphere-magnetosphere
system. (Block et aL, Conjugate Viking
Airbome Observatory and simultaneous
DMSP and ground-based observations of
aurora).

Pulsations associated with substorms

been ealled Theta-aurora, for the striking
similarity of the aurora! oval and its
central trans-polar are as seen in high
altitude satellite images with the Greek
capital letter e.

In both cases the imager onboard the
Viking satellite observed a fading and
subsequent dissappearance of such trans
polar arcs only a few minutes after the
interplanetary magnetic field direction
changed from northward to southward.
This disappearanee of the trans-polar are
obviously imlicated the fonnation of a
different magnetospheric convection
system. In both cases Viking also
observed a simultaneous eonsiderable
inerease of auroral emissions at the
nightside footprint of the fading trans
polar are, which was associated with
disturbanees in the ionospheric magnetic
and electric field, as monitored by a
network of magnetometers and EISCAT,
respectively. At first glancc these disturb
ances do not appeal" as indicators of a
substonn type release of magnetospheric
energy, but might be caused by other

IPDP (lotervals of Pulsations of Dimini
shing Periods) type plasma wave events
are a well-known signature of mag
netospheric substonns. The characteristic
feature of these events is an upward
sweep of the frequency from about 0.1
0.2 to 1-2 Hz during the event which
may last for 0.2-2 h. Several different
theones have been proposed to explain
the frequency shift in IPDP. It has been
evident that it is producecl by the radial
§. x fl.. drift of the source of the mag
netospheric ULF ion cyclotron waves,
especially in the late evening-to-midnight
sector. However, uotil now, no direct E
field measurements have been presented
to test this suggestion. Kangas et al.
(1988) have analysed EISCAT measure
ments during a typical lPOP event on 4
December 1986. It appears that the
§. x !i drift explains the frequency drift in
this IPDP quite weIl.
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Fig. 53. Altitude projiles of electron density, jield-aligned ion velut:icy (positive uutward),
electron and ion temperature llS derived from the received nSCAT radar signal. The field
aligned ion veLocilY reaches large values of over 000 ltl.\··! in the upper F-region. At the
same time the electrvn cemperature increases by about J500 K in the F -region during this
mitlute-Ion~ evem.

hdJ-aligllL".J aCl'ckrUlioll pn)L'c~:;es

By COlll\Htrjsun of ElSCA1·C!)·I-F/UJ-H;1
;H1J VIKlt-.JG Jatil the typicul bchaviour uf
tlie iunusplterc - as nleaSlued by EISCAT
- duIing the occurrtllce of jOll btams - as
Illeasured by VIKING was studitd. For
the investigation of energy fluxes, partide
fluxes and field-aligned currents under
different ionospheric conditions, electron
energy spectra were calculated from
EISCAT electron density profiles. By
comparison with VIKING spectra, new
information about the potential difference
between the satellite and the ionosphere
and about the acceleration mechanism of
the precipitating electrons can be ob
tained. Further, the energy-balance for F2
layer ions and electrons was investigated
for times of high ion temperatures, as
measured in CP-1-F-mode. In a case
study for 4 April 1986, the observed ion
temperatures could be explained by a
resonant-charge-model. (Glatthor, In
vestigation of ionosphere-magnetosphere
coupling by means of EISCAT and
VIKING data).

l'la:mHl lIpflows and rops ide jonosphere

The influence or IJOll-1 hermal plasma on
field-aligned dynamics has been stl1died,
pa.rtieularly within high latitude troughs or
ju thl; vicinity of the putative signatures
of flux transfer evcnts. When ion-neutral
frictional heating is intense in the F
region, the increase in plasma pressure
provides an llpward force which is
increased by the hydrodynamic mirror
force caused by the anisorrupy in the ion
velocity distribution. On one occasion a
moving convection shear caused an
upwani veloc1ty as high as 500 m/s along
the Tromsö field line during CP-2
observations (Fig. 52). A careful examina
tion of the data indicated the various
factors involved in the upward accelera··
tion. To overcome the gravitalionai force
and the drag callsed by ian-neutral
collisions it was necessary for Joule
heating to cause an upwelling of the
neuu'al almosphere which in tum carried
the ions to a height where the increased
plasma pressure could cause further
accekration witholIt the inhibition of 1On
neutral col1isions (Jones el al., 1988).

Such upflows allow thc high-Iarilude
ionosphere to be el major supplier of
plasma lO the. lllaglldusphcre and offer a



determination of polar wind characteristics
(Wu Jian, Blanc, Alcayde, Kofman).

Fig. 54, Average electron temperature in
the topside ionosphere measured with
EISCAT and with a Te-probe onboard the
Japanese satellite OHZORA.

The electron temperatures above 350 km
measured by EISCAT and with a T.-probe
onboard the high inc1ination Japanese
satellite OHZORA have been compared.
Since there were only a few cases when
EISCAT was operating during a satellite
pass above Tromsö, a statistical approach
was used averaging EISCAT-CP-3 data
and the satellite T.-values obtained when
OHZORA was in the vicinity of ElSCAT
(500~ LAT ~ 75°, 0° ~ LONG < 45°)
during the time period July 1984 to June
1985. This data base comprised about
30000 EISCAT T.-values (with SNR>2%)
and 10000 satellite T.-values distributed in
50 km wide altitude bins centered at 10
heights between 375 and 825 km. Fig. 54
shows the corresponding T.-profiles.
Although the satellite data (and also the
EISCAT data above 650 km) show
considerable scatter, the agreement of the
average T. is quite good below about
650 km. Above this limit the ElSCAT
data are very unreliable since the averages
are calculated from less than 10 samples.
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Specific call1paigns with the YHF radar
were devotcd to the study of the vertical
distribution and transport of the ions 0+
and lr in the opside ionosphere. In July
August 1988, it was possible to measure
the electron density up to about 1200 km
and to determine the relative composition
of O> and H+. Up to the highest observed
altitudes, the 0+ ions remain dominant and
exhibit large variations in the vertical
velocity , A study was started to compute
vertical velocity of the H+ ions from these
observations, which should permit the

Enhanced F-region electron te nperatures
have been observed in association with
extremely Jarge outward field-aligned
flows of the bulk ion population in the F
region. Fig. S3 shows an exampJe of such
an ion outflow event. These ion flows are
observecl during auroral activity and are
most common wiihin auroral arcs,
however they are not particularly weIl
correlated with diffuse aurora. Strong
electron temperature enhancements in the
F region are observed in connection with
almost all ion outflow events. However,
high electron temperatures are not always
an indicator for strong ion outflow events.
The ions (mainJy 0+) may reach field
aligned outward velocities of more than
500 mS'l and the calculated ion fluxes
usual1y reach 1013 n1'\'I. If one assumes a
100 km broad auroral zone, where ion
outflows occur dming 50 % of the time,
auroraI acti vitY will result in an estimated
total ion outflow of about 1025 ions S·l to
the magnetosphere. 'fhis value might even
be an llnderesrimation because the
magnitudes of the ion flows are observed
to increase steadily at higher altitudes.
Thus the observed ion olltfIows from the
ionosphere might cOJ\stitllte a major
source for the magnetospheric ion
population of heavier ions (Wahlund and
Opg noorth, EISCAT observations of
SIT mg ion olltflows from the F-region
iotlosphere dllling aurora l activity:
Prelirninary resnits).

pos,:ablc sUllfce for some of the ionosphe
rie ions obseI ved in the wake of an FfE
hy AMPTE-lJKS and -II~M ( Lockwood
et al., J988).
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A e1ear Kr - :iS weil as a solar zenith
angle dependence of the topside T.-values
was a1so found. (Schlegel and Oyama,
1988).

Artificial Modifåcations of the Ionoa

sphere

UHF Radar Diagnosries and Chirp

/\ sueccssful test at EISCAT of the ehirp
synthesizer on loan from the Arecibo
obsen'atory was described in the Annual
Report of 1980. A similar deviee is now
being completed at EISCAT (see Annual
Report 1987). The tests, eondueted in
May of 1986, showed the advantages,
particulärly enhanced detectability, that
this instrument gives in measuring
photo-elecu'on enhanced plasma waves in
the natmal ionosphere. In August of the
same year a campaign was carried out in
cooperatian \.virh the Heating facility of
the Max-Planck-Institut fUr Aeronomie,
just [cw hundred meters from the
EISCAT site in Troms~1. The aim of the
campaign was to measure the plasma
eftects that result from RF overdense
heating of the ionosphere with substantial
improvements of range and speetral
resolution. An interesting program for the
UHF ElSCAT radar was developed for
this camapaign with the ability to measure
chirped and non-chirped channels simul
tuneausly. Two ~hannels were dedieated
to chirped up and down shifted plasma
line,; covering a one MHz band at
8.7 kHz re 'olution eaeh. Three non-chirp
ed channels were dedicated to two
additiona! plasma lines (up and down
shifteu) and the ian line that employed a
one milliseeond pulse to obtain good
frequency resolution. Another ehannel
made measurements of the baekground
parameters of the ionosphere, whereas the
last channel was a high range resolution
power profile that could be tuned to the
ian line or any of the plasma lines.

After several days of observations with
negative resulrs some surprising measure
ments were made. These are the excita
tion of plasma waves at frequencies

shifted from the known resonant bands by
same 200-300 kHz and often showing
multiple line structures (see Fig. 55).

Attempts to explain this effect have
suceeded only partially. Close analysis
and scrutiny of the data reveals a
remarkable self-consistency among the
various channels and in the spatial and
temporal behaviour of the signals.
Because of this and because efforts to
identify any spurious effects have failed,
the view has been taken that the observed
effects are real. Thus far we know of no
physical process capable of explaining the
shifted lines. The possibility of resonant
enhancements due to electron beams
created by the heater has been discarded
due to the requirement of extremely
mono-energetic beams needed to explain
the rather small altitude extent of the
enhancements.

In addition, a non-thermal enhancement of
the ian line power profile was observed
to occur above the peak of the F layer at
an alritude where the local plasma
frequency was in resonance with the
heater frequency of 4.02 MHz. This
top-side enhancement has been tentatively
explained by leakage of a fraction of the
heater power to altitudes beyond the
reflecting layer due to coupling to
X-mode waves. These waves couple to
the plasma again at the second resonant
altitude and excite an unidentified plasma
instability that accounts for the observed
enhancements. The conspicuous absence
of the natural plasma line enhanced by
photo-electrons and the plasma line
enhanced by the heater transmitter was
also notable (Isham, Kofman, Hagfors,
Nordling and La Hoz).

VHF Observations during Hearing

A number of new surprising phenomena,
observed with the VHF system, have been
reported in the Annual Report of 1986.
Three Hearing campaigns were performed
in 1988 and the following results were
again obtained with the VHF.
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Fig. 55. Chirp-observations of the plasma line performed with
the EISCAT UHF radar during ionospheric modi/ications in
Heating experiments. The O kHz-jrequency in the spectral plot
(upper panel) corresponds to an offset of 4.402 kHz of the
ElSCAT receiver jrom the EISCAT trqnsmitter jrequency (lower
panel) matching the Heater transmitter jrequency. During the

experiment the Heater was transmitting continuously (middle
panel, green line), while the EISCAT jrequencies were linearly
varied ("chirped") around the center jrequencies with a rate
given in the middle panel by the red line (in 100 Hz·km-}). This
allows to determine the altitude of the plasma line enhancement
with an accuracy of il few hundred meters.
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.kel- ,lsed eXl'dllclltial1y "'ill, <.litJcrclli
dllle SC"I, s: Tllt~ i011 lille Jecfc;lStU
t'astl:osl. TillS is iII agfl~, ,nenl with thc
lhcul')' of slrong LUllJall dUlllping oj' lhc
ion wave, Thc plasma lille shollld be {)O!y
dampcd by dectron collisions. With this
assumptioll the collision lllunber, vel can
be estimated from the measllred dtcay
time. The results are ve==1000 S·l for the
downshifted plasma line and ve=500 S·l

for the upshifted plasma line in agrtclllcllt
with theoretical calculations. However, the
different decay times between upshifttd
and uownshifted lines indicate, that other
processes may be involved, e. g. the
propagation of Langmuir wavts,
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tftel ilie' hC~lttr ~\VildH)J1 is ~ccll par·
,kuL.!)' :-.1101lg iu the plaslua lilles.

\ l1uli,,'l illltlcsling dlcd i:; St:eJJ \A'i111i11
,IIUII! 100 l1lS after the healer switc1Hill:
liC il!litllde uf Ihe ci,ciled lcglOll in..
Tea~cll by abollt 1..2 kiloruettl's. This was
,l>st:fv~d iu Arecibu, too. All t xplaination

IS 1I0t yet kIlOWI1.

l·lJr. Iiu1st '·C}.1etitiuII läle ,/t the vi_perl
"ltIll slloWJl in Fig. )~ was 4 J1IS, Here
l hc Cl\.dtaliuIl was obse1 ved oVer a Jargtr
dltillllk raJlge of about 40 km. Dlli'ing the
that time stllmg geofllagJl"lic dislurballcts
wtrc rccunk.d. OhvillllSly ilie iOl!osphere
\\'il'-; :-'0 distorll-.d, thell 1.11<' COlhllti011S fnr
the cr:l:italiulI ()f the lillC,) (ill1\)ltec! tJy the
dispn~iOJl l'C!alilln) Wl~lC:: fulfilltd over
äLllusi till; will/le SHlllpkd a1tilllllt'. !'lI1ge~.

1,1 11Itlcr ... 't'lI d:> , il'n~g\dadli s cd' fil'ljliCI!'

·,'11. \ .ill~.\-, [O tllt, 11I'[1I •.1 It\;qUI:'.IIl·Y we!c
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Fig. 58. Line excitation over about 40 km
altitude range is observed during an
ionospheric storm.

apparently present at a large altitude
range. Similar results had been reported in
1986.

Fig. 59 shows a spectrum of the upshifted
plasma line. About 25 kHz above the line
another small unexplainable line appears.
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Fig. 59. Speetra of plasma and ion lines
in 25 ms intervals ajter heater switch-on.
Unexpected lines appeared, which are
shifted by more than the heater jrequency
with respect to the radar jrequency
(marked by·).

Similar features have been seen at
Aredbo (Djuth, private communication).
They may be related to the multiple lines
observed with the chirped UHF system,
which are discussed in the previous chap
ter (Kohl).



TECHNICAL EVOLUTION AND ADAPTION
OF THE SYSTEM AND INSTRUMENTATION

The Scientific Advisory Committee ctis
cusses regularly the status and the ~volu

tion of the system and the facilities and
defines a list of priority . The Scientific
Advisory Committee has laid out a list of
evolutionary and revolutionary dt;velop
ments of the EISCAT system, which con
tains the following items: System ill1pro
vement using advanced technology and
advanceu signal proCe.SSillg techni(lueS,
VHF beam steering capabi lity, ~xL~llded

capabilities of ElSCAT for investigations
of the mesosphel't, stratosphere and the
troposphere, multiple beålll capabilitie~; at

r----- -_.--_._--

the remote sites, new facilities for plasma
physics research, array processors for fast
computations and new mass storage media
for data archiving.

lt was earlier recommended that advanced
coding techniques and signal processing
would improve the system in such away
[hat observations would be possible in so
far not accessible regions and with so far
unprecedented data quality. Prornising
developments in these direetions have
been started, e.g. the use of neweodes,
the improvement of the system noise by

Muffin l'l'ototype

Mmtichannel Flnite impulse response Fllter and INtegrator

INPUT;

DECODING:

INTEGRATING;

present ADC: 2 x 8 bit per channel

8 channels

2.3, 106 samples/sec

delay line input 16 bit/32 bit Real, Imaginary

max. code length 8 kbit, 2 delay lines

256 start addr~sses per channel

32 bit lag proilles

real and imaginary p&.rts processed in parallel

2 x 32bit

sixteen 16 bit integration counters

ACCUMULA'flNG: 2 x 16k x 32 bit

SCAI.ING:

Oun'UT:

DATA FLt,w;

Illax. 32 bit

buffer mell!Ory size:

2 x 16k x 16bit or

2:< 8k x 32 bit

ADC -, Mllf'l<'IN ~ Corrclator -+ DMA

TaMe 3. 'tech.nicaL para/I'Leler,) uf the MUFFIN preprocessor,



new receiver components and the design
of an integrator-decoder to enhance the
capabilities of the present correlators.

In the last year' s Annual Report brief
descriptions were given on the work
which is being performed on new instru
ment adaption for alternating and comple
mentary codes, the CPU synchronization,
the chirp synthesizer as well as on related
software improvements.

The efficient and flexible signal process
ing capabilitics will be enhanced by the
MUFFIN project, which entered the test
ing phase during the year. The main para
meters of this integrator-decoder device
are surnmarized in Table 3. The opera
tional tests and implementation of this
processor into the system are expected in
the following year.

1988 will be remembered as the year
when EISCAT was confronted with the
problem of how to survive the almost
explosive growth of two-way radio ser
vices in the 900 MBz frequency range.
Safeguarding the continued operation of
the system and adapting the receivers to
cope with the drastic changes in the RF
environment suddenly became matters of
top priority, and much of the time and
manpower available for technical develop
ments had to be invested in projects di
rectly targeted at improving the UHF re
ceivers. The activation of the two-way
services will have far-reaching con
sequences for ElSCAT and its users, and
we have therefore devoted most of this
surnmary to an overview of the issue.

The NMT 900 situation

Some years ago, the 935-942.5 MHz band
began to be used by the base stations of
the cellular telephone service (NMT 900)
in metropolitan areas in southem Scandi
navla (see Fig. 2 on page 6). Enquiries to
the Nordic telecommunications administra
tions confirmed that a rapid pan-Nordic
expansion of NMT 900 was in progress,
and that the flrst base stations in areas
elose to the EISCAl' sites would begin
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operation in early 1988. It was soon real
ized that our existing UHF receivers were
going to be incapable of handling the
strong NMT signals without severe deter
ioration of linearity and noise temperature
that would seriously affect all measure
ments. Irnmediate remedial action was
thus necessary.

A great number of administrative actions
followed. These have been adequately
reported elsewhere, and it is sufficient to
note here that EISCAT nowenjoys a very
good cooperation with the Finnish, Nor
wegian and Swedish frequency planners.
One extremely valuable result of this co
operation is that for the time being, all
NMT 900 base stations in the irnmediate
vicinity of the EISCAT sites are transmit
ting above 939 MBz, thus avoiding direct
co-channel interference with all our UHF
ion line channels.

The UHF receivers

Most of the information content of an
incoherent scatter signal is conveyed by
the detailed form of its power spectrum.
In order not to distort the physical in
formation, all operations performed by the
receiver on the signal must be strictly
linear. Linearity can normally only be
maintained over a certain range of input
amplitudes, termed the "linear dynamic
range" or, for convenience simply "dyna
mic range" , but for the receiver to work
properly in a real life situation, the dyna
mic range must be at least as great as the
span between the strongest undesired sig
nal in the band and a weak IS signal.
This is not always easily accomplished.

When the UHF receiver was designed in
the late 1970's, the primary goal seems to
have been to build a receiver exhibiting
the lowest system noise temperature then
possible. Its RF bandwidth was fixed at
30 MIlz, which is necessary and suffi
cient to enable plasma line measurements
even under conditions of high electron
density. Assuming a system noise temper
ature of 30 Kelvin, the total power due to
thermal noise in this band at the receiver
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Fig. 60. Passband of the EISCAT intermediate jrequency (IF) filter.

input is about 1.2.10-11 W (-109 dBm).
The power added by even a very strong
incoherent scatter signal is totally neg
ligible in comparison, so the gain distribu
tion and power handling of the first gene
ration receiver were laid out based on the
noise power. The system noise tempera
ture finally achieved with the first genera
tion receivers was 50-60 K, which was
considered acceptable at the time. Th~

dynamic range of this noise-optimized
design turned out to be weIl over 30 dB,
which was totally adequate in the absence
of interference.

Problems introduced by the NMT 900
system

The NMT 900 base stations in Kiruna
and Sodankylä have been set up so that
their antennas are in direct view of the
ElSCAT receiver antennas and at roughly

equal distances of 8 km. Pointing the
EISCAT antennas directly towards a base
would theoretically result in a power of
7.4.10-6 watt (-21.~ dBm) per carrier being
delivered to the receiver. This level ex
ceeds the dynamic range of the old re
ceiver by over 50 dB.

A more realistic situation is one where
EISCAT is looking in an arbitrary direc
tion far from the line of sight to the
NMT base. In this case, we benefit from
a suppression of the NMT carrier power
by the sidelobe-to-peak ratio of the
EISCAT antenna, i.e. about -50 dB. But
after this attenuation, the signal level is
still quite a few dB above the dynamic
range of the receiver, and several amp
lifter stages will then be driven into par
tial or full compression by the NMT sig
nal. The system noise level will increase
and (worst of all) the IS spectra on all
channels will become distorted.
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As soon as the NMT base station in
Kiruna was started (in March 1988),
measurements of the carrier power levels
were made. The measured values at
antenna pointing directions used in CP1
and CP3 were within a few dB of the
theoretically predicted ones, which con
firmed that we really had a serious prob
lem, which must be solved before reliable
operation could resume.

System changes and results

Before any systematic improvements
could be attempted, emergency action was
necessary to keep the remote sites in
operation. As a fast expedient, narrow
band filters were installed ahead of, and
inside, the frrst intermediate frequency
(IF) amplifier to prevent the NMT signals
from saturating it. After fitting the filters,
only FO-F4 could pass the frrst IF, but
most ion line observations could still pro
ceed normally, as there are rarely more
than two channels used at the remote
sites.

A critical review of the operating band
width requirements and the techniques
available for overload prevention was now
performed. It was found that bandpass
filtering would be mandatory to prevent
the NMT carriers from saturating the re
ceiver "back end", and that this filtering
would restrict the useable frequency range
to below 937.0 MHz. The resulting loss
of RF bandwidth could be partially re
covered by a downward frequency shift of
the transmitter band. We were advised by
Varian and SRI experts that our UHF
klystron could be tuned down by as much
as 2 MHz, thus putting the transmitter
band at 927.0-934.5 MHz. Based on this
knowledge, a set of new IF bandpass fil
ters were ordered to specifications that
attempt to retain as much bandwidth as
possible, while offering at least 35 dB of
attenuation at frequencies corresponding to
the NMT 900 RF band (>939 MHz). The
passband of one of the new ftlters is
shown in F O 55* It is evident that as
long as one uses transmitter frequencies at
the low end of the shifted transmitter
band, full plasma line measurements are

* Fig. 60.

• • • . . ~ ....
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Fig. 61. New first mixer unit.
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still possible for plasma frequencies of up
to 7.5 MHz.

Attention was next directed towards the
first mixer. The mixers used previously
were not too weIl suited to operation
under strong signal conditions, since they
were designed for a relatively low local
oscillator power level and had built-in IF
amplifiers which could not be protected
by bandpass filtering. Bench tests showed
that the intermodulation performance of
these units was poor at the signal levels
to be expected from the NMT systems, so
it was decided to design areplacement
mixer, based on a high-power doubly ba
lanced diode ring unit, coupled to a very
low gain impedance matching amplifier.

The diode ring is specified to operate at a
local oscillator power level of +23 dBm
(200 mW), which is a factor of twenty
more than in the old mixer. The new unit
can tolerate input signals several hundred
times stronger than the old mixer for the
same amount of unwanted intermodula
tion. A completed mixer unit is shown in

Fig. 61. These mixers are now installed at
both remote sites, and Tromsö will re
ceive a similar unit shortly. With the new
mixers, operation can proceed to within
less than ten degrees off the line of sight
to an NMT base.

In April 1988 new front end amplifiers,
similar to the ones used at t"te remote
sites (although uncooled) were installed in
the Tromsö UHF receiver, thus providing
electrically identical front ends at all sites.
An attempt was made to provide calibra
tion noise injection through the waveguide
coupiers in the manner used at the re
motes, but an impedance mismatch prob
lem peculiar to the Tromsö polariser
(which has the transmitter permanently
attached to one port) made the calibration
level highly frequency dependent, and we
were forced to revert to the old technique
of injecting noise through a coaxial coup
ler. The system noise temperature never
theiess dropped substantiaIly and is now
nominaIly 95 Kelvin.
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Parameters of the EISCAT UHF system:

21. r in ateps of
1.25·
elrcular
O.S·,
measur.d 0.55- •
.:!.O.OS- woat of north

I: Combined mode ..
all elements .11gned,
phyaical ,area 5520 m'.
II: Split be.., mode,
element 1+2 and 3+4
pairvise aligned..
structuro behaves as
two independent Anten
nae, each of physieal
orea 2400 "'0

3250 m'
3330 +240 ",
2890 +210 ",
Mode I:
(i) Riqht- ."d 1.tt
hand ei reular,
po••ibility for
p01arization
flippinq from pulse to
pulse
(ii) Linear at + 45·
wi th respect -
to vertieal
Hode II:
Lefthand clrcular
(transmission)
Mode I:
0.6" eaat/west
l . 7- north/ south
Mode II:
1.2- east/west
l. r north/south
21.3- ea.st "and west of
transit plane, steps
approximately l. 2'"
30- south to 60-
north of zenith
S·/min

solid state
lq~in >50 dBl

-2S0K
8
1.2, S.O, lS00 HHz
phase-eoherent de
modulator
selectable from 12.5
to 100 kHz
ln octave steps.

Off-axis phase steerability

Effective area, hroadside, mode I
circular pola.rlzation:
nor i zontal poLlr! z ..tion:
vertical polarization:
Polarization

Operational modes

Polariz .. tlon
Plane of rnechanical movement

Beamwidths, broadside (calculated)

Beam steerlnq by pha"ing

Rangc of mechan!cal movement

Receiver:
Frontend ampli fier"

Speod of meehanlea1 movement

System temperature
Number of frequeney ehannel"
IF filter ba..ndwidth.s
ceteetor

Post-detection filters

Cooled GaAsFET
a.mplifier (Kiruna and
Sodankyll)
Uncooled GusFET (TromsO)
-35 K (kir., Sod.)
-95 K (TromsO)
B at each site
1 • 2 and B. O HHz
phase-coherent
demodulator
ylelding quadrature
component.s
12. S, 2S. O, SO. 0,100.
0,250.0 kHz
1KHz, 2KHz (all
select ..ble)

1.SHW
4.5'
1222.4+0.2n) HHz,
(n-S, 6, 7,8)
1-1000 /l'
0.1 fJ..S
1000 Hz
on-off, phase-fllp,
frequeney step

69·3S'11.940S" N
19·13'13.2300" E
h - 85.3 m (referenee
point
centre of elevation
axis)
224 +1. 25 HHz
2 panels for
transmission,
independently movable
40 m
30 m
120 m
128 crossed dipoles
(32 per panel)
0.5- west of north
S.O-'ndn·'
30--45- north to
'10--90- south of
zenlth
3250 m'
1. 7·
0.6"
46 dBi

Receiver,:

Type of frontend

Systom terr.perature

Number of IF channels
IF fil ter bandwidth.s
Detector

Post-detection filters

Pulse widths
Ri.setime
Maximum wavefonn repeti tion rate
Modulations

Frequency hand
Parabollc cylinder

Height of eaeh panel
Width of each panel
Total width
Feed system

Antenna
Location

Parameters of the EISCAT VHF system (Tromsö only):

Transmitter:
Peak transm1tted power
Maximum duty cycle
Operating frequencies

Plane of meeh ...nical motion
Speed of motion
Mechanical motion limits

Effective aperture (on-a..xis)
Beamwidth (on-ax!s) -v~rtical

-transverse
Gain

l. 6 HW
12.5'
(929.S... 0.Sn) KHz,
(n<lSI n-0-1S
1-19999 /l'
0.1 /l'
1000 Hz
on-off, phase-flip
(0-/180-), frequency
step

69·3S'11.239" N
19·13' 38. 746" E
h-86.Sm
67·S1' 38.373" N
20·26'06.806" E
h-417.9m
67·21' 49.266" N
26·37'37.497" E
h - 197.3 m
933 + 10 KHz
Azim~th/Elevation
540·
95· (0·-95·)
16· (5· within certain
limited azimuth seetors)
1.3-/sec (each axis)
32 o 00 m
Cassegraln
4.S8 m
il. 01 m
arbitrarily seleetable,
eircular usually
transm1tted
4S.1 dB
0.651
20-21 K
006·

80·/min
6.37 Itm
l. 59 km

(transm. )

Kiruna si te:
(receiver)

Sodanxylä 5ite:
(receiver)

Transmitter (Tromsö onlyl:
Peak transmitted po...er
Maximum duty cycle
Operatinq frequencies

Pulse widths
Risetime
Maximum waveform repetition rate
Modulations

Antennas at all 51(83 (Tromsö, Kiruna, Sodankylä):
Location and height of the UHF antennas
above .ea level IHSL) , 10atum ED-19S0) :

Tromsö .,ite (Ramfjordmoen):
(transmi t ter-recelver)

Frequency band
Rotation axes
Azimuth angle range
Elevation angle range
Lowest elevation permitted

The EISCAT Facilities
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Maximum rate of anqular motion
Diameter of main reflector
Feed system
Diameter of subreflector
Focal lenqth
Polarization

Gain (calculated)
Aperture efficieney lealeulated)
Noi.se contribution (mea.sured)
Half-power beamwidth
Speed of mechanical movement,

azimuth and elevation
Fresnel zone limit:
Ray leigh di.stanee:
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